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Dear New Yorkers, 

 

I want to express my appreciation to Housing and Urban Development Secretary Ben 
Carson and United States Attorney Geoffrey Berman for selecting me to be the NYCHA 
Monitor.  I know that the decision must have been difficult because many experienced 
and talented people and groups were motivated as I was – we wanted to help the 
residents of NYCHA who have lived too long in unacceptable conditions.  I grew up in 
Brooklyn and always have been proud to be a New Yorker.  But I am not proud of how 
our NYCHA residents have been treated.  What NYCHA residents need and demand is 
no more than any of us want for ourselves and our families:  decent, safe, and sanitary 
living conditions. 

 

These first few months of our work have revealed NYCHA as an organization fraught with 
serious problems in structure, culture, and direction, and perhaps even worse.  And no 
one needs a Monitor to be appointed to figure that out.  My duty as the Monitor is to drive 
meaningful change at NYCHA and to act independently on behalf of the estimated 
600,000 NYCHA residents living in all five boroughs.  Independent thinking does not 
foreclose cooperative working relationships or partnerships.  I am working to establish 
productive relationships with NYCHA management, HUD, City Hall, the NYPD, resident 
groups and community organizations, among many others.  But even well-meaning 
partners may have differing views, and I pledge that I will speak my mind and act in the 
best interests of all NYCHA residents. 

 

The real challenge is in making important and meaningful changes in a timely manner.  
As you read this report please bear in mind that we have been at the job for only several 
months, our first official day being February 28, 2019.  NYCHA has been deteriorating 
and failing for far longer.  But we will not use that as an excuse to move slowly or be 
indecisive.  When we see a need for a change, and we already see many, we will move 
to achieve those changes.  We have heard too many excuses as things now stand to add 
another one to the list. 
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The Agreement between the federal government and the City that led to my appointment 
requires that my quarterly reports be public.  To be frank, public reports may be the best 
leverage that I have to draw attention to important issues and get things done before 
turning to my other authority set out in the Agreement.  Aside from these reports, I plan 
to continue to be open and transparent and available to residents and other stakeholders 
through face-to-face meetings, the Monitor website, email, and phone. 

 
I have set out a goal for my team to get to know first-hand every individual NYCHA 
development.  On the very first day of my Monitorship, I visited a development in 
Manhattan and spoke with the Tenant Association Board, a meeting which provided a 
wealth of information.  We have since contacted all active Tenant Association Presidents 
and I personally have spoken with 104 of those leaders in a series of conference calls.  
By June 30, 2019, my team and I had visited over 100 developments across all five 
boroughs, talking with residents, community members, and NYCHA staff.  We thank 
everyone who took the time to speak with us.  Their help has been invaluable in our efforts 
to understand NYCHA’s most pressing problems and their collaboration will be essential 
for any effective solution.   
 
I am looking forward to working with the new Chair and CEO Gregory Russ to achieve 
significant and long-lasting change at NYCHA. 
 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

 

Bart M. Schwartz 
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II. INTRODUCTION 

 

On June 11, 2018, the United States filed a complaint against the New York City 

Housing Authority (“NYCHA”) in the United States District Court for the Southern District 

of New York.  The United States alleged that NYCHA breached its duty to provide decent, 

safe, and sanitary housing for residents and had failed to comply with lead paint 

regulations protecting children from lead poisoning.  It also alleged that NYCHA 

repeatedly misled the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development 

(“HUD”) through false statements and deceptive practices.   

 

The complaint, which recounts NYCHA’s alleged misconduct in detail, is attached 

to this report at Appendix 1 and is available electronically at https://www.justice.gov/usao-

sdny/page/file/1074866/download.  The complaint describes the conditions faced by 

NYCHA residents: 

 

Mold grows unchecked at many NYCHA developments, often on a large 
scale.  Across the city, residents are provided inadequate heat in winter, 
leading to frigid apartment temperatures.  Pests and vermin infestations 
are common, and as senior New York City officials have acknowledged, 
NYCHA “has no idea how to handle rats.”  Elevators often fail, leaving 
elderly or disabled residents trapped in their apartments or sleeping in 
building lobbies because they cannot return to their homes.  Leaks, 
peeling paint, and other deterioration are commonplace, but go 
unaddressed. 

 

Complaint ¶ 7. 

 

The complaint further alleges that, to avoid regulatory scrutiny and potential 

funding limitations, NYCHA hid conditions like these from inspectors and repeatedly made 

false statements to HUD and the public.  For example, to deflect attention from press 

reports about a child with dangerously high levels of lead in her blood, NYCHA told HUD 

and the public that NYCHA “complies with Federal, State, and City regulations concerning 

lead.”  During this entire period, however, NYCHA was substantially out of compliance 
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with important lead paint regulations.  Similarly, to fend off concerns about NYCHA’s large 

backlog of maintenance work, NYCHA began reporting reductions in its backlog due to 

supposed “improved efficiency.”  However, much of the reduction was due to NYCHA’s 

manipulation of the work order process so that it no longer reflected the work that NYCHA 

knew needed to be done.  Id. ¶ 9. 

 

The complaint points to the culture at NYCHA as a large part of the problem.  

NYCHA’s response to external inquiries was frequently to cover up or minimize problems 

that it knew to exist, and executives speaking for the agency (at best) failed to conduct 

basic diligence before providing HUD and the public false assurances of compliance.  The 

complaint attributes these issues to management dysfunction and organizational failure, 

including a culture where spin is often rewarded and accountability often does not exist.  

Id. ¶ 10. 

 

To tackle these and other problems at NYCHA, on January 31, 2019, the United 

States Attorney’s Office for the Southern District of New York (“SDNY”), HUD, NYCHA, 

and New York City entered into an Agreement to resolve the federal lawsuit.  The 

Agreement is intended to remedy the deficient physical conditions in NYCHA properties, 

ensure that NYCHA complies with applicable federal law, reform NYCHA’s management 

structure, and facilitate cooperation and coordination between HUD, NYCHA, and the 

City.  The Agreement is attached to this report at Appendix 2 and is available electronically 

at https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/press-release/file/1125736/download. 

 

Rather than mandating a receivership or a federal take-over of NYCHA, the 

Agreement allows NYCHA to maintain control of its operations and accords NYCHA 

responsibility for fixing the problems alleged in the complaint.  The Agreement, however, 

recognizes that oversight is necessary.  To that end, the Agreement requires the City to 

engage a Monitor, selected by HUD and SDNY, to oversee NYCHA’s compliance with 

the Agreement and make public reports on NYCHA’s progress.  NYCHA is obligated to 

cooperate in all respects with actions taken by the Monitor under the Agreement.  Bart M. 

Schwartz was appointed as the Monitor on February 28, 2019. 
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Under the Agreement, NYCHA does not pay for the Monitor’s work.  The Monitor’s 

budget is paid from the budget of the Office of the Corporation Counsel of the City of New 

York.  A proposed budget has been submitted to HUD and SDNY and is awaiting final 

analysis before presentation to the City. 

 

The Agreement directs NYCHA to make significant changes in many different 

areas, including an overhaul of NYCHA’s organizational structure.  The Agreement 

obliges the City to select a new permanent Chair and CEO and to hire a third-party 

management consultant to examine NYCHA’s systems, policies, and procedures, and 

then recommend improvements.  After receiving those recommendations, NYCHA and 

the Monitor must prepare an “Organizational Plan” setting forth changes to NYCHA’s 

management, organizational, and workforce structure.  If NYCHA and the Monitor are 

unable to agree on a plan, the Agreement requires the Monitor to submit its own proposal 

to the federal government for approval.    

 

NYCHA must also establish and maintain a Compliance department that will, 

among other things, oversee NYCHA’s adherence to federal, state, and local regulations 

and ensure the accuracy of NYCHA’s external reports and statements.  It also must 

ensure the integrity of HUD’s Public Housing Assessment System (“PHAS”) inspections 

and other inspections at NYCHA so that NYCHA does not engage in deceptive practices 

that have occurred in the past, such as hiding unsafe conditions and performing 

substandard repairs.  In addition to the revamped Compliance department, the 

Agreement also requires NYCHA to create a department to oversee and improve 

environmental health and safety and to establish a quality assurance unit to identify 

maintenance performance problems.  All of the organizational changes introduced to date 

are described in Section IV of this report. 

 

In addition to these organizational changes intended to create a new structure of 

responsibility and oversight at NYCHA, the Agreement mandates that NYCHA take 

actions to address the widespread problems of lead-based paint, heating and hot water 
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failures, mold, elevator outages, and pest and waste management.  The Agreement 

provides various deadlines for NYCHA to complete specific tasks and to submit “Action 

Plans” in each of these areas.  In each Action Plan, NYCHA must set forth policies and 

procedures to be adopted and specific actions to be taken to achieve compliance with the 

Agreement in correcting those problems.  Each Action Plan generally must include 

milestones to be achieved by specific completion dates.  The Monitor must approve or 

reject each Action Plan and consult with NYCHA in selecting independent contractors to 

perform the work.  In Section V of this Report, we discuss NYCHA’s progress in each of 

those areas and any Action Plans submitted to date. 

 

The Agreement also recognizes the importance of community and resident 

engagement to a comprehensive solution of the many long-standing problems at NYCHA.  

Accordingly, the Monitor is directed to engage with NYCHA stakeholders including 

resident and resident groups regarding matters related to the Agreement.  The Monitor 

must convene a Community Advisory Committee (“CAC”) to meet on at least a quarterly 

basis to solicit stakeholder input regarding the achievement of the Agreement’s purpose, 

and must establish additional procedures beyond the CAC for communication with those 

stakeholders.  We report on the Monitor’s progress in these areas in Section VI of this 

report. 

 

The Monitor has assembled a highly experienced team with diverse backgrounds 

and talents to work with NYCHA to improve performance and ensure that the Agreement’s 

terms are met.  A summary description of the Monitor Team leaders is attached to this 

report at Appendix 3.  The team also includes a well-respected former public housing 

association head and subject matter experts in areas such as lead paint.  The team is 

also being aided by a global firm that manages major capital projects all over the world.  

That firm has a broad base of experience working with housing authorities, developers, 

and public agencies in New York and the United States, and understands asset 

management, portfolio management, design management, construction management, 

and facility management best practices.  In addition, the Monitor Team includes field 

examiners and investigators on the ground who will conduct both announced and 
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unannounced site visits to audit NYCHA’s work.  Any illegal conduct in connection with 

that work that our investigators uncover will be promptly reported to law enforcement. 

 

Under the Agreement the Monitor is not responsible for the day-to-day operations 

of NYCHA.  However, we have not ignored individual complaints when they have been 

brought to our attention because these individual complaints may indicate larger 

problems.  Perhaps one disturbing example will make the point. 

 

Our investigators on a routine and unannounced visit to the Polo Grounds houses 

discovered a large pipe cascading putrid liquid into the laundry room from the ceiling.  A 

lone worker was trying to stem the tide with a mop.  When questioned, he advised that 

this problem had existed for approximately two months unabated.  A video taken by our 

investigators showing the severity of the leak is available at the following link: Leak Video. 

 

Our investigator spoke with the superintendent who advised that it was necessary 

to build a scaffold to make any repairs because the ceiling was about 10 feet high.  He 

said that he had taken steps to order the lumber and that, once the lumber arrived, he 

would call the carpenters to build the scaffold and then he would call the plumbers.  The 

Monitor Team immediately alerted NYCHA senior management and the problem was 

repaired within about three hours.  A plumber had arrived with a ladder.  

 

With our access to NYCHA databases and files we reviewed NYCHA’s records for 

this “leak.”  The related work orders, which were filed in NYCHA’s Maximo database, were 

inaccurate.  One of the work order tickets had even been closed out in Maximo by a 

secretary in the NYCHA borough office without any explanation, when no work at all had 

been performed to abate the leak.  This story illustrates a number of issues, including 

inefficiencies at NYCHA which add unnecessary costs to its budget.  But the main 

problem here is NYCHA’s failure to take action to solve a problem that needed immediate 

attention.  
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NYCHA must learn how to identify and fix these and other problems expeditiously, 

without getting bogged down in layers of bureaucracy or a “check the box” mentality.  

Among the management challenges we see is the tendency to avoid personal 

responsibility and accountability.  Rather than assigning a specific individual to be in 

charge of a matter, often NYCHA will name a department as the accountable party.  From 

this it is no surprise to find that there are many obstacles to the successful completion of 

projects and work orders.  Moving forward, NYCHA needs to build a culture of individual 

accountability and service.  There are many hard-working employees of NYCHA who 

want to do their job and be proud of where they work.  The residents too want to be proud 

of their surroundings and where they live.  Part of the challenge is to tap into that reservoir 

of good will and pride to change the negative and desperate culture which now envelops 

NYCHA. 

 

Everyone will have a role in improving NYCHA, and no one individual or group is 

to blame for the problems that exist.  Since his appointment, the Monitor has met or 

spoken with officials at the highest levels in federal, state, and city government:  Secretary 

Carson, Regional Administrator Patton, and others at HUD; Governor Cuomo and Mayor 

de Blasio; City Council members, including both the current and former chairs of the 

Public Housing Committee and members of the African American, Hispanic, and Asian 

Caucus and the City Comptroller, among many others.  All of these officials have been 

instrumental in highlighting various problems at NYCHA and expressing a commitment to 

help fix them.  

    

It is the Monitor’s job to look forward and identify constructive solutions so that 

NYCHA can improve its culture and performance and meet its obligations under the 

Agreement.  Often in monitorships, the Monitor Team will make observations about 

ongoing problems or roadblocks to success and will recommend that management take 

certain actions to resolve them.  We are currently working with NYCHA to develop a 

process for the review, implementation, and tracking of such recommendations, and we 

expect to make many recommendations going forward.  Throughout this report, we note 

certain areas which are likely to be the subject of future recommendations. 
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Although not specifically mandated by the Agreement, the Monitor has agreed to 

provide NYCHA and the City with an advance copy of these quarterly reports in order to 

comment on the facts disclosed in the report.  Those comments will be reviewed by the 

Monitor and only incorporated into the report if they are deemed to correct an error.  We 

also will provide HUD and the SDNY with a verbal briefing and summary prior to the 

reports’ public release. 

 

III. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

 Since the Monitor’s appointment on February 28, 2019, the Monitor Team has 

taken many steps to effectuate the terms of the Agreement and to instigate change at 

NYCHA.  We are mindful that the residents want – and deserve – swift progress, but in 

some areas lasting and meaningful change will take time.      

 

NYCHA has been without a permanent leader since April 2018.  On June 18, 2019, 

the Mayor appointed a new NYCHA Chair and CEO, Gregory Russ, who was formerly 

the head of the Minneapolis Public Housing Authority.  With stable leadership, it is hoped 

that NYCHA will move away from a culture of “management by crisis” to a culture of long-

term planning, transparency, and accountability.  The Monitor Team is committed to 

working with Chair and CEO Russ and with the NYCHA Board to help NYCHA set a 

successful course for the future. 

 

As required by the Agreement, the Monitor Team collaborated with the City to 

select a management consultant to analyze NYCHA’s organization and operations and 

make recommendations for improvements.  This process was successfully accelerated 

with the addition of the newly-appointed Deputy Mayor Been, who has NYCHA within her 

portfolio.  NYCHA itself did not participate in the selection process although it was invited 

to do so.  KPMG, with Bronner Group LLC as a subcontractor, was selected in April and 

will conduct its assessment over the next few months.  Ultimately, the Monitor and 
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NYCHA will review KPMG’s findings and develop a plan to change NYCHA’s structure 

and policies with the primary goal of achieving sustained compliance with the Agreement. 

 

The Monitor Team is overseeing NYCHA’s creation and implementation of three 

internal departments – Compliance, Environmental Health and Safety, and Quality 

Assurance – that are intended to ensure NYCHA’s adherence to federal, state, and local 

regulations and the integrity of NYCHA’s inspections, reports, and statements.  We are 

concerned, however, about the effectiveness of these departments as NYCHA has 

currently planned them.  The Monitor rejected two proposed department heads proffered 

by the Interim NYCHA CEO because they were lacking the requisite qualifications and 

experience to lead these important groups.  Also, we note that NYCHA’s current plan for 

Compliance narrowly focuses on regulatory functions and does not have a robust 

investigative component nor a sufficient focus on integrity; in our view, these functions 

are essential in any program but especially so here given NYCHA’s history of cover-ups 

and false statements.  We have pointed out these as well as other issues, and are 

committed to establishing robust departments that will ensure integrity within NYCHA. 

 

We are also holding NYCHA to a number of deadlines imposed by the Agreement 

to address lead-based paint hazards, heat and hot water failures, mold, elevator outages, 

and pests and waste.   

 

In some areas, NYCHA management has been very cooperative.  For example, 

we are working with the elevator group to revamp their recently submitted Action Plan to 

include concrete objectives rather than aspirational goals.  Their initial submission did not 

sufficiently address an important concern identified in the Agreement – the need for a 

detailed plan for assisting residents with mobility impairments when a building has a total 

elevator outage.  The NYCHA elevator group and the Monitor Team have now established 

a working group that meets biweekly to identify solutions to these and other issues.  The 

working group will act to ensure that NYCHA residents have safe and reliable elevator 

service, including comprehensive contingency plans when outages occur.  
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We are also working collaboratively with NYCHA management and have formed a 

working group with respect to pest control and waste management.  Among other things, 

we are in the process of initiating “best practices” pilot programs at a few developments 

where many residents have complained about rats and trash.  We are working with 

NYCHA to implement changes – such as replacing compactors and increasing the size 

of trash chute doors – that can be rolled out to other developments if proven successful. 

 

  NYCHA management has been less cooperative with respect to lead paint.  

Specifically, we took issue with how NYCHA calculates the number of non-exempt 

apartments where children under six years of age either reside or regularly visit.  To make 

this calculation, NYCHA relied exclusively on existing NYCHA central residence records 

(obtained largely through forms filled out by residents in the annual recertification 

process) which are known to often be unreliable or out of date.  No development staff 

members, residents, or resident groups were asked to assist in the identification effort.  

NYCHA must make a better effort to identify these at-risk children.  Furthermore, we 

learned through our own efforts that certain contractors were not conforming to lead-safe 

work practices, which was not disclosed to us by NYCHA.  When we initially pressed on 

these and other issues, we met with resistance.  Going forward, we have initiated a weekly 

“lead process” meeting between the Monitor Team and NYCHA that we hope will resolve 

these problems. 

 

    All the priority areas described above – lead paint, mold, heat and hot water, 

elevators, pests and waste – share common causes that must be addressed for any 

individual solution to be effective.  NYCHA’s housing stock is aging and preventive 

maintenance has been neglected.  A comprehensive asset management strategy is 

necessary to ensure that NYCHA’s capital investments are effective and that its 

operational funds are not squandered.  We are working with NYCHA to establish 

roundtable discussions for capital, operations, budgeting, work orders, and other areas 

to coordinate these efforts.  We are also exploring the use of state-of-the-art technologies 

reduce costs and improve budgeting. 
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  Metrics and productivity must be part of our continuing examination of NYCHA’s 

performance.  The Maximo work order system often is quoted by NYCHA as a measure 

of productivity and success.  However, a simple understanding of the system reveals that 

often there is little, if any, correlation between closing work orders and completing the 

repair of a problem.   

 

It is imperative that NYCHA establish comprehensive and reliable metrics so that 

its performance can be accurately measured and verified.  We have found that NYCHA’s 

data is often incomplete, imprecise, and/or inaccessible, creating an inaccurate 

perception of NYCHA’s performance.  For example, we were told that NYCHA in the past 

calculated the duration of an elevator outage from the time the repair person(s) entered 

the outage into a database to the time when service was restored – not from when the 

outage actually began.  NYCHA also did not identify the exact cause of each outage in 

its database.  Although we were told that NYCHA now tracks elevator outages more 

accurately, it calls into question the usefulness of NYCHA’s historical data (to the extent 

such data exists at all).  The Monitor Team is working to verify NYCHA’s metrics and 

where necessary to establish better protocols so that NYCHA’s progress can be 

measured, tracked, and assessed in a meaningful way going forward. 

 

We also are working to engage with NYCHA residents and the community.  To that 

end, one of the Monitor Team’s first actions was to contact all of the over 200 Tenant 

Association Presidents identified by NYCHA.  As of June 30, 2019, Monitor Team 

members had visited 115 developments across all five boroughs, speaking with residents, 

superintendents, neighbors, and others.  In accordance with the Agreement, the Monitor 

established a Community Action Committee (“CAC”) to serve as a public forum where 

NYCHA stakeholders can discuss critical issues and concerns regarding NYCHA 

services.  Although the Agreement calls for quarterly CAC meetings, the Monitor will be 

conducting them every other month, rotating their venues between sites in all five 

boroughs.  The first CAC meeting took place on May 14, 2019, at the Ingersoll Houses 

Community Center in downtown Brooklyn, with over 150 residents and members of six 

community organizations in attendance.  These and other outreach efforts have provided 
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important information about NYCHA’s services (or the lack thereof) and we discuss many 

of our findings, and suggestions for improvements, in the last section of this report. 

   

IV. INSTITUTIONAL CHANGES 

 

In this section, we report on the institutional changes mandated by the Agreement, 

specifically the recent change in NYCHA leadership, the hiring of the required 

organizational consultant, and the establishment of the Compliance, Environmental 

Health and Safety, and Quality Assurance departments.  

 

A. Change in Leadership 

The Agreement sets out a process for the selection of a permanent Chair and CEO 

for NYCHA.  The City, HUD, and the SDNY were directed to jointly develop a list of 

potential candidates within 30 days after the effective date of the Agreement.  The City 

was then granted the authority to select its preferred candidate within 30 days after the 

list was finalized.  Once selected, the Chair and CEO cannot be removed or replaced 

without the concurrence of HUD and the SDNY during the term of the Agreement.  If 

another vacancy occurs during the Agreement’s term or 10 years, whichever is shorter, 

the Agreement’s provisions would apply to the selection of a replacement.  Agreement ¶ 

44.   

 

NYCHA has been without a permanent Chair and CEO since the former head, 

Shola Olatoye, resigned in April 2018.  Although the City was unable to meet the initial 

deadline for selecting a Chair, on June 18, 2019, New York City Mayor de Blasio and 

HUD Secretary Carson announced the appointment of Gregory Russ to the post.  It 

should be noted that the Monitor supported the extensions of the deadline, believing that 

it was necessary for a thorough search.  A copy of the City’s Press Release is attached 

at Appendix 4 and is electronically available at https://www1.nyc.gov/office-of-the-
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mayor/news/312-19/mayor-de-blasio-u-s-department-housing-urban-development-

secretary-carson-announce.  

 

The Press Release sets out the experience of the new Chair and CEO: 

 

About Gregory Russ 

Gregory Russ is a seasoned housing professional with 
decades of management experience. Most recently, he 
served as Executive Director and Chief Executive Officer of 
the Minneapolis Public Housing Authority. Before 
Minneapolis, Russ served as Executive Director of the 
Cambridge Housing Authority. He also served as Deputy 
Executive Director of the Philadelphia Housing Authority, 
helping oversee the management, maintenance operations 
and security services for the 70,000 residents. From 1997 to 
2002, he served in several roles with the Chicago Housing 
Authority. Russ also served as Principal Associate for Abt 
Associates, a consulting firm assisting public, private and 
non-profit housing agencies with strategic planning. 

In 1995, Russ worked as Special Assistant to the Deputy 
Assistant Secretary for Public and Indian Housing at the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development, working 
under the Clinton Administration. He later served as Director 
of Troubled Agency Recovery. 

Russ holds a Bachelor's Degree in English from the 
Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania and is a board 
member of the Council of Large Public Housing Authorities. 
He is also former president of the Public Housing Authority 
Director's Association and a member of the Federal Reserve 
Opportunity and Inclusive Growth Advisory Council. 

The Monitor Team is committed to working collaboratively with Chair and CEO 

Russ in the coming years to develop comprehensive and sustainable solutions to 

NYCHA’s challenges.  The Monitor met with Mr. Russ during the final stages of the 

selection process and has spoken with him on several occasions since his appointment 

was announced.  Among other things, they have agreed to establish training sessions for 

NYCHA executives about the substance of the Agreement in order to set a tone of 
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cooperation and to ensure that high-level decisions are made with the Agreement’s 

requirements in mind. 

 

The Monitor Team also intends to work collaboratively with the NYCHA Board 

members.  The Board members are appointed by the Mayor and at least three must be 

residents.  The Monitor personally interviewed all but one of the Board members at the 

time of his appointment, although two of them resigned shortly thereafter.  The Board is 

led by the Chair who also is the CEO.  Whether this is an appropriate sharing of duties 

and functions will be a focus of the organizational study discussed below. 

 

The Board members who were interviewed by the Monitor were cooperative – and 

frustrated.  Generally, they felt that they had no support, inadequate training, were not 

given sufficient preparation for the meetings, and were expected to act like a rubber stamp 

or just an extension of what the management wanted and only to serve the purpose of 

approving expenditures.  One Board member said that even when he did inquire further 

about a topic important to him, those reporting to the Board on the issue could only tell 

him that it was their responsibility to report the problem, not to solve it. 

 

The NYCHA Board has a duty to maintain the viability of public housing, and to 

ensure that public housing continues.1  Accordingly, whether the roles of CEO and Chair 

are merged or segregated, the responsibility to the residents remains.  Board members 

need to be trained, need to have access to information, need to ask questions and probe 

and demand to be kept abreast of important issues and NYCHA’s progress dealing with 

serious problems and complaints.  At present, the Board meetings, which are streamed 

live, appear “staged” and superficial and designed only for public consumption, not for 

 
1  New York Consolidated Laws, Public Housing Law - PBG § 402-b, provides that: “The legislature finds 
and declares that the state has a vital interest in the continued viability of public housing. It is necessary 
to ensure that public housing continues to serve low-income individuals and families who would otherwise 
face homelessness or be forced into unsafe or unsanitary housing.  Public housing functions as a safety 
net for persons most in need of safe, decent and affordable housing.  The legislature further finds that 
the New York city housing authority has made, and continues to make, a concerted effort to provide 
public housing to individuals and families in need.”  New York City Housing Authority By-Laws § 1.03(i) 
further provides that the “Authority will have the power to authorize expenditures and take all necessary 
and proper steps to carry out the purposes of the Authority and to promote its best interests….”  
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meaningful discussion or problem solving.  Indeed, the portion of the meetings during 

which residents appear may be the most informative part of the Board meetings.  We 

intend to address this with KPMG as the organizational consultant. 

 

B. Organizational Consultant 

The Agreement required the Monitor and the City to jointly select a management 

consultant within 60 days of the Monitor’s appointment.  Once engaged, the consultant’s 

task is to examine “NYCHA’s systems, policies, procedures, and management and 

personnel structures, and make recommendations to the City, NYCHA, and the Monitor 

to improve the areas examined.”  Agreement ¶ 45.  

 

 During March 2019, the Monitor Team, with input from the City, prepared a 

Request for Qualifications (“RFQ”) document to solicit management consultancy 

services. The Monitor Team became familiar with the procurement process required for 

the City to engage a vendor, conferred with key individuals involved in the selection, and, 

to facilitate an expeditious procurement consistent with the mandate of the Agreement,  

worked with the New York City Law Department (“Law Department”) and NYCHA to 

obtain a list of vendors who were previously vetted and approved to perform work for the 

City.  The RFQ was sent to twelve prospective vendors in early April. 

 

 Throughout April 2019, the selection committee conducted interviews of the 

prospective vendors.  The interview sessions provided the vendors with an opportunity to 

ask questions and aided in the development of the scope of work for services.  At the 

conclusion of the first set of interviews, four firms were selected for further evaluation.  

The City and the Monitor Team then prepared a scope of work document and the four 

firms were invited to submit proposals.2 

 

 The scope of work requires that the selected management consultant provide a 

series of reports documenting the “as is” state of NYCHA.  The reports are to include: (1) 

 
2 A fifth firm who was not invited to submit a proposal also submitted a proposal for evaluation. 
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a Current State Findings Report; (2) a Capability Maturity Assessment Report; (3) a 

Change Readiness Report; and (4) a Roadmap highlighting Next Steps and Future 

Recommendations.  In sum, the consultant will provide reports that document what 

NYCHA’s current organization looks like, how it can be measured for success, whether it 

has the capability in its current state to achieve the measured success, and how its 

current property-related operations compare to good industry practice.  The consultant 

will also make recommendations to assist NYCHA to achieve its goals. 

  

 After a review of the proposals and a second round of interviews, the selection 

committee determined that KPMG (with Bronner Group LLC engaged as a KPMG 

subcontractor) was the most qualified to perform the scope of work required.  Negotiations 

between the City and KPMG began thereafter, and a premobilization kick-off meeting was 

conducted for the benefit of the NYCHA executive staff on May 3, 2019.  KPMG will work 

with NYCHA over the next four months to conduct its review of the organization.  Regular 

updates will be provided to the Monitor, City Hall, and the Law Department.   

 

Ultimately, once KPMG’s reports and recommendations are finalized, the Monitor 

and NYCHA must collaboratively prepare an “Organizational Plan” setting forth changes 

to NYCHA’s management, organizational, and workforce structure and policies with the 

end goal of achieving sustained compliance with NYCHA’s obligations under the 

Agreement.  Agreement ¶ 46.  We will provide a synopsis of KPMG’s progress and the 

development of the organizational plan in our next quarterly report. 

 

C. Compliance and Related Departments 

 

The Agreement requires NYCHA to establish three departments:  Compliance, 

Environmental Health and Safety (“EHS”), and a Quality Assurance Unit (“QAU”).  The 

Agreement sets out a list of specific functions that each department must fulfill.  

Collectively these functions are intended to increase transparency, accountability, and 

integrity within NYCHA.  NYCHA also must appoint a leader for each department with the 
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concurrence of the Monitor, after HUD and SDNY have an opportunity to comment.  

Agreement ¶¶ 53-59.    

 

During the first quarter of the Monitorship, the Monitor Team participated in 

numerous meetings with senior NYCHA management including the Interim Chair and 

CEO, the General Manager, their respective Chiefs of Staff, their Deputy Chiefs of Staff, 

the General Counsel, the former Chief Compliance Officer, the Interim Chief Compliance 

Officer, the Interim EHS Officer, the Interim QAU Officer, and outside consultants who 

had worked with NYCHA on planning a Compliance department.  These meetings were 

part of an ongoing process between NYCHA and the Monitor Team to review and 

comment on NYCHA’s plans for these departments.  On many of these occasions, the 

Monitor Team proposed extensive revisions to NYCHA’s draft plans.  Ultimately, on April 

29, 2019, NYCHA presented a finalized Memorandum regarding its intended 

establishment of the three departments, including Appendices with Charters for each 

department and some associated protocols.  

 

Prior to the release of the finalized Memorandum, the Monitor Team had engaged 

in extensive discussions with NYCHA staff about the proposed Charters, pointed out 

many inadequacies, and made suggestions for addressing them.  When NYCHA 

published portions of the Charters on its external website (without providing copies or 

advance notice to the Monitor and without publishing them internally to its employees), 

the Charters were substantially unchanged from initial versions which we had found to be 

unsatisfactory.   

 

The Monitor Team has reviewed NYCHA’s April 29th Memorandum and 

Appendices as well as various other documents pertinent to the functions of the three 

planned departments.  We have also reviewed NYCHA’s May 29, 2019, PHAS 

Inspections Action Plan and Revised Standard Protocol.  In addition, the team has 

reviewed: 

    

 Survey questionnaire of regulatory reports; 
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 Various pre-existing Standard Protocols of NYCHA relating to the Compliance 
department;  

 A pending RFP for third party instruction concerning compliance basics; 
 Pre-existing and current organization charts of NYCHA, both Authority-wide and 

those related to the three new departments; 
 Multiple drafts of department and unit charters;  
 Workflows related to certain aspects of the Compliance department;  
 Budget summaries; and 
 More than 300 pages of materials prepared by NYCHA’s third-party consultant 

relating to the planned Compliance department which was delivered to NYCHA in 
February 2019 and provided to the Monitor Team in late March 2019.  
 

We also reviewed and forwarded guidance from the following organizations to 

the Interim Chief Compliance Officer and other NYCHA staff regarding standard criteria 

used to evaluate compliance programs:  

 COSO, the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations;  
 The IIA, the Institute of Internal Auditors;  
 SEC Rule 404 and §8B2.1 of the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines concerning 

compliance programs; 
 April 2019 Guidance from the U.S. Department of Justice about the evaluation of 

compliance programs. 

Given the Monitor Team’s extensive experience with compliance issues, and our 

review of the pertinent documents, we have expressed concerns to NYCHA about the 

organization and scope of NYCHA’s planned Compliance department.  Specifically, after 

our review of the proposed Charter and after numerous conversations with NYCHA 

management, it appears that NYCHA has focused its efforts to date on organizing the 

Compliance department narrowly to fulfill only regulatory compliance functions.  The 

Memorandum and associated documents indicate that NYCHA has removed the 

inspection function from Compliance and has taken away almost all its investigative 

resources.  These actions appear contrary to the robust and broad compliance program 

that is required by the Agreement.  We are also concerned that NYCHA has failed to 

adequately staff or fund the planned department.  
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Specifically, we note the following potential problems with NYCHA’s plans: 

 
 The current organizational chart for Compliance (Appendix 2 to the April 29 

Memorandum) indicates that the Compliance department will have only two 
investigators on staff reporting to the Deputy Director, Compliance Issues & 
Complaints.  In an organization with over 10,000 employees, this number 
appears inadequate.   

 
 The Memorandum indicates that the Chief Compliance Officer will inform the 

Monitor of the number of referrals made to the Office of Inspector General 
(“OIG”) only on a quarterly basis and not when such information is received.  The 
Monitor has informed NYCHA that this is unacceptable because it is contrary to 
provisions of the Agreement which mandates the Monitor’s access to such 
information, and because timely information is necessary for the Monitor to 
identify and correct issues relating to the department’s functioning overall. 

 
 The Memorandum does not include a Code of Conduct which, incredibly, 

NYCHA does not already have.  In addition, NYCHA must consider how to 
implement the Code and train employees on its requirements.   

 

In meetings with NYCHA staff we expressed serious concerns about the scope of 

compliance training NYCHA intended to implement, as outlined in its pending RFP for a 

third-party vendor to conduct such training.  The scope of its planned “Compliance 101” 

as described in the RFP suggested a narrow focus on regulatory compliance.  We 

advised NYCHA that its compliance training must focus equally on expectations 

regarding ethical behavior and standards of conduct, including discussion of specific 

misconduct, retaliation, etc.  We subsequently received a draft “Compliance 101” 

PowerPoint that includes several slides on these topics and we will be working with 

NYCHA to further refine content for its “Compliance 101” training.  

 

With respect to the new EHS and QAU divisions, we have raised concerns with 

NYCHA regarding the assignment of inspection functions to these departments.  The 

Agreement provides that Compliance is responsible for ensuring the integrity of all 

inspections.  Under the new Charters, however, many types of inspections are now to be 

assigned to EHS.  It is unclear how the oversight of these inspections will be coordinated.  

EHS’s responsibilities regarding mold and lead paint are also unclear, as primary 

responsibility for mold and lead paint inspections reside in other functions.  We anticipate 
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that all of these issues will warrant continuing close review by the Monitor Team in the 

coming quarter. 

 

Although we have noted various areas for improvement, we are committed to 

working with the leadership of these new departments to make them succeed.  Initially, 

the Monitor rejected two proposed department heads proffered by the Interim CEO 

because in our view they lacked the requisite qualifications to lead these important 

groups.  Since that time, interim leaders have been appointed for all three departments.  

 

To further the development of the three departments, as well as to help implement 

their functioning, we are working with the Acting Chief Compliance Officer, EHS Officer, 

and QAU Officer on a complex matter that was referred by the Monitor Team to NYCHA.  

We have asked that this matter be investigated with our participation in advising the three 

departments how to coordinate effectively.  We anticipate that by the next reporting period 

we will have feedback on the progress of this matter.  We expect that this interaction will 

provide an opportunity to test the workings of the new departments, establish a pathway 

to a more collaborative relationship among the Monitor Team and the departments, and 

enable NYCHA employees and leadership to benefit from the experience of the members 

of the Monitor Team. 

 

We also are in the process of discussing the following potential recommendations 

with the department leaders and other NYCHA management: 

 

 We believe that a statement from NYCHA to its officers, employees, and 
residents that it wants to get value from the Monitorship and to work with the 
Monitor Team to achieve the goals of the Agreement should be issued.  As part 
of that message, a clear statement should be made emphasizing NYCHA’s 
concern for its residents and personnel, and zero tolerance for misconduct by 
anyone in the future.  It should emphasize the need and requirement for all 
NYCHA employees to cooperate with the Monitor Team as we work together to 
achieve the goals of the Agreement.  

 
 NYCHA operational management (with support from Compliance and Legal) 

should develop a Code of Conduct for all NYCHA personnel.  It should develop a 
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plan to systematically roll out the Code to all employees, including contract 
employees, and provide training about it.  
 

 NYCHA (under Compliance) should expedite the implementation of a single 
separate reporting mechanism with anonymity (e.g., a hotline), which could be 
administered by a third-party vendor to be shared among the three new 
departments.  The daily reports should be directed to a lawyer or senior 
compliance person in the Compliance department for triage.   

 

 NYCHA should expedite the roll-out of the new departments by developing 
standard procedures and protocols quickly.  In particular, additional staffing, 
related duties, and funding should be fast-tracked to have these departments 
promptly operating at their intended capacity.  These efforts should include 
procurement of necessary outside services for all activities associated with the 
formation of fully-functioning departments. 

 

One of the primary responsibilities of the three departments is to ensure that both 

the work and inspections being performed by NYCHA staff are done properly and 

reported honestly.  In the wake of the systematic submission of fraudulent lead paint 

inspection reports by NYCHA to HUD over the past few years, the Agreement contains 

very clear mandates that NYCHA adopt measures to end those practices.  NYCHA is 

required to design and implement internal controls to prevent deceptive practices in the 

form of an Action Plan, and the Agreement tasks NYCHA’s Chief Compliance Officer 

with preventing those practices and ensuring the integrity of PHAS inspections.  

Agreement ¶¶ 60-62.   

 

NYCHA submitted its PHAS Action Plan to the Monitor Team on May 29, 2019.  

The Monitor Team reviewed the Plan, received input from HUD and SDNY, and has 

raised issues with NYCHA about the Plan that echo many of the concerns stated above 

regarding aspects of the Compliance department.  Specifically, we have suggested that 

the Plan be modified to include: 1) greater staffing (particularly inspectors); 2) an 

expanded training program more clearly focused on discouraging deceptive practices by 

employees; and 3) changes to the Maximo work order system to eliminate current 

vulnerabilities, such as the easy ability to close out work orders prematurely.  We will 

track and report on the status of these issues in our next quarterly report. 
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V. PRIORITY ACTION AREAS 

 

  As outlined in the federal lawsuit against NYCHA, NYCHA routinely failed to 

comply with lead-based paint safety regulations and failed to provide decent, safe, and 

sanitary housing with respect to the provision of heat, hot water, and elevators, and the 

control and treatment of mold and pests.  The New York City and national news media 

have made numerous reports over many years about the plight of NYCHA residents faced 

with these deficient conditions.  

 

  In addition to the federal lawsuit, in 2013, NYCHA resident Maribel Baez and 

others sued NYCHA to force the Authority to remediate the chronic mold problems in 

NYCHA developments that caused many residents to suffer severe health problems.  See 

Baez v. NYCHA, 13 Civ. 8916 (WHP).  According to the allegations in the Baez case and 

the federal government’s lawsuit, NYCHA residents made many thousands of complaints 

about mold growth every year.  In many cases, NYCHA staff verified that the mold growth 

covered 10 or more square feet.  In nearly 300 cases between 2014 and 2016, the verified 

mold growth covered more than 100 square feet.  Even after NYCHA removed mold from 

apartments, the mold returned at least 30% of the time.  

 

Given the seriousness of these deficient conditions and the threat they pose to 

residents’ health and welfare, the Agreement requires NYCHA to take various corrective 

actions regarding lead paint, mold, heat and hot water, elevators, pests, and waste, and 

includes deadlines for NYCHA to submit Action Plans in each of these areas.  The Action 

Plans must set forth policies and procedures to be adopted and specific actions to be 

taken by NYCHA to achieve compliance with the Agreement. 

  

A. FUNDAMENTAL CONCERNS 

All of the priority areas described above – lead paint, mold, heat/hot water, 

elevators, pests and waste management – share common causes that must be 
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addressed for any individual solution to be effective.  NYCHA’s housing stock is aging 

and years of neglect have taken a toll.  Leaks in a building’s “envelope” (roof and façade) 

are not only a problem in and of themselves but they also cause water damage that further 

degrades the already poor condition of the building’s elevators, interior walls, garbage 

compactors, and boilers, among other things.  It follows then that there is little sense in 

replacing a building’s elevators before making sure the building’s roof, façade, and interior 

pipes are in good shape.   

 

A recent example of this problem can be seen at the Throggs Neck Houses in the 

Bronx.  During an elevator inspection in late May 2019, a Department of Buildings (“DOB”) 

inspector discovered that the elevator shaft in one of the development buildings had 

cracks, likely caused from years of water seepage.  Fearing the possibility of significant 

structural damage, DOB ordered that the elevator be taken out of service until the shaft 

is repaired.  Subsequent inspections in two other Throggs Neck buildings uncovered 

similar cracks in those shafts.  Repairs in the three buildings will likely last through the 

summer, with elevator service planned to be restored by October 1, 2019. 

 

A comprehensive and coordinated strategy is necessary to ensure that NYCHA’s 

capital investments are effective and that its operational funds are not wasted.  From the 

outset of the selection process to appoint a Monitor, the Monitor Team has recommended 

that NYCHA develop an integrated approach with regard to how it:  1) manages and 

repairs its property portfolio on a day-to-day basis, 2) defines investment needs to bring 

the portfolio up to safe and livable conditions, and 3) executes the needed work in a 

structured and efficient manner.   

 

The team is focusing on how NYCHA’s various divisions, i.e., capital planning, 

operations, elevator maintenance, heating maintenance, waste management, lead and 

mold identification and mitigation, etc., coordinate to manage NYCHA’s portfolio of 2,400 

buildings, which house an estimated 600,000 people in over 300 developments.  The 

team will gather information about the NYCHA portfolio from, among other sources, the 

comprehensive NYCHA Physical Needs Assessment (“PNA”) completed in 2017, the cost 
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data associated with the PNA, information from NYCHA’s Maximo work order system, 

and the current five-year capital program of construction.  That information will be overlaid 

onto a map of the entire NYCHA building portfolio – borough by borough, building by 

building, development by development – to see what specific challenges must be 

addressed so NYCHA can best direct its efforts based on resource availability and 

common sense.  

 

The team will reconcile the Action Plans from the priority areas described above 

with other organizational plans to develop an underlying management system to support 

open, transparent, and well-considered investment planning.  The team’s work will 

include: 

 

 Integration of the Actions Plans into Asset Group Plans:  This will allow NYCHA 
to take a holistic view of the groups of assets and integrate current work 
practices and planned improvements with the actions that are specifically 
mandated in the Agreement.  NYCHA can then define its total investment needs 
and develop a structured program to execute the required work in a more 
efficient and sensible manner.   

 Development of a NYCHA-Wide Property Portfolio Investment Plan (Capital 
Projects & Operations):  This will allow NYCHA to take a holistic view of its 
property portfolio needs in relation to both Capital Projects and Operations and 
integrate actions defined in the Agreement to eliminate duplication.  The property 
portfolio plan will help define what projects can be aggregated to drive efficiency, 
and will prioritize work plans by borough, development, and unit.  

 Coordination with the Organizational Plan: The asset group and portfolio plans, 
and the reports produced by KPMG, will be coordinated with existing NYCHA 
strategies, policies, and plans so that NYCHA and the Monitor can develop an 
overarching organizational plan.  The structure of the organizational plan is in 
development and will be presented to the NYCHA management team for 
discussion and comment.  

 

In reviewing the information that we have been provided to date, we have identified 

a number of areas where improvements could be made to increase effectiveness and 

cost-savings across the whole of NYCHA’s portfolio.  We address some of those areas 

below. 
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Warranties 

NYCHA’s portfolio of approximately 2,400 buildings includes billions of dollars in 

equipment, roofs, windows, doors, etc., that typically come with warranties and/or 

guarantees, operations manuals, and preventive maintenance schedules, all of which are 

vital to keeping these items in a state of good repair and for validating warranties when 

breakdowns occur.  Under a warranty, the cost for repairs and associated replacement 

parts generally is included at no additional expense to NYCHA.  In order to capitalize on 

these warranties and guarantees, however, they must be tracked, preventive 

maintenance performed, and breakdowns registered with vendors and manufacturers.  

Typically, this tracking is done through an asset management system such as Maximo. 

Unfortunately, we have found that NYCHA has not been keeping track of the majority of 

its warranties and does not have a full understanding of whether they are still in effect or 

valid based on the warranty terms.  The Monitor Team has had conversations with 

NYCHA about these deficiencies and some divisions at NYCHA are working to correct 

this matter.  All divisions must coordinate their efforts to ensure that such tracking occurs 

and that the required preventive maintenance is done so as to derive the intended value 

of the warranties.  As discussed in more detail below, we recommend that a Maximo 

working group be created to coordinate NYCHA’s more effective use of that system. 

 

Local Law 11 

Local Law 11 (NYC Admin. Code §11) was established in 1998 after a series of 

injuries and fatalities to pedestrians occurred as a result of bricks and other pieces of 

loose building facades falling onto sidewalks.  The law requires that every building in New 

York City taller than six stories be checked by a qualified inspector for structural problems 

on its facade; if a building is found to be a hazard, sidewalk bridges must be installed over 

the sidewalk to protect the public until any hazardous conditions are repaired.  

 

Compliance with Local Law 11 has been a tremendous challenge for NYCHA 

because many of its buildings have not been properly maintained for years. The process 

of conducting facade inspections, issuing contracts, and having engineers and 
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contractors make the repairs, and then having DOB inspectors approve the work is very 

time consuming.  As a result, there are currently miles of sidewalk bridges and scaffolding 

erected around NYCHA buildings throughout the City, costing NYCHA in excess of $30 

million per year to maintain, while repairs are either being made or are awaiting to be 

made.  While NYCHA has significantly decreased the number of sidewalk bridges and 

scaffolding in recent years, the number of NYCHA buildings around which scaffolding 

remains in place for long periods of time remains significant.  Residents complain that the 

constant appearance of these structures around so many of their buildings is unsightly 

and demoralizing.  Additionally, excessive scaffolding around development buildings 

creates safety concerns by blocking security cameras and exterior lighting, and even 

obstructing access to fire hydrants in some instances.  The Monitor Team is working with 

NYCHA to identify various state-of-the art technologies that could reduce both the need 

for sidewalk bridges and scaffolding and the length of time they remain in place. 

 

Temporary Housing 

There has been a longstanding and ever-increasing need to temporarily remove 

and relocate residents out of their apartments on occasion because of circumstances 

involving health and safety concerns, such as fires and significant water leaks.  In 

addition, NYCHA’s current capital program calls for the repair and renovation of 

thousands of apartments over the next five years.  There is an extreme shortage of space, 

however, for residents who must be temporarily displaced during this work.  Often, 

displaced residents have been moved to other developments or into other 

accommodations that are not even in the same borough.  This approach disrupts lives 

and causes residents, sometimes, to resist remediation efforts.  To address this 

challenge, the Monitor Team has been in discussions with the Federal Emergency 

Management Agency (“FEMA”) to explore whether NYCHA may be able to access 

FEMA’s temporary housing stock to temporarily house displaced residents in their own 

developments while repair work is underway.  FEMA’s portable temporary housing units 

are built to an industry living standard and would be able to be set up in or directly adjacent 

to developments where residents are being temporarily displaced.  If available, this 
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approach would keep residents in their communities and their children in their local 

schools.   

  

We are also working with NYCHA to have each development draft a “Swing Space 

Plan” dedicating a small portion of the development’s housing stock to temporary housing 

so NYCHA can proactively relocate residents within developments to minimize 

disruption.  These plans could be addressed though a Swing Space working group that 

would include resident input.   

 

Working Groups for Critical NYCHA Elements 

The Monitor Team has determined that the primary focus areas identified in the 

Agreement will be most effectively addressed, particularly in the short term, through a 

working group approach.  The Monitor initiated this approach with respect to NYCHA’s 

obligations under the Agreement concerning elevator maintenance and repair.  A joint 

Monitor/NYCHA working group has held two workshops in this reporting period during 

which the structure for the elevator Action Plan has been laid out using an “asset 

management model” which combines and coordinates operations, maintenance, and 

capital programming.  The Monitor Team intends to utilize this structure as a framework 

for working groups that will be created to address Action Plans in each of the primary 

focus areas identified in the Agreement.  It is also essential that residents are part of these 

processes.  A reason for much of the frustration the residents have with NYCHA and the 

City is the failure to keep them informed. 

  

One of the most important working groups will focus on the Maximo system and 

how work orders are handled.  NYCHA is fond of reporting on the number of work orders 

it closes out.  But, historically, each step in the process for a repair was represented by a 

separate work order.   Consequently, an impressive number of work orders could be 

identified as “closed” without a repair actually being successfully completed.  NYCHA has 

recently introduced a more accurate system to measure productivity but the challenges 

that multiple departments face concerning Maximo remain.  In a nutshell, NYCHA is 

underutilizing Maximo in a number of key areas.  The Monitor Team is working with 
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NYCHA to address this problem, including leveraging the Monitor Team’s research and 

knowledge with respect to how Maximo is more effectively used by other residential 

management companies.  The Monitor intends to utilize the working group model to bring 

all relevant NYCHA departments to the table to address the challenges they face in 

effectively collecting, organizing, prioritizing, and disseminating information in Maximo to 

drive operations and capital decisions moving forward.  

 

NYCHA Budgeting Defects 

The Monitor Team has identified a critical disconnect in NYCHA’s budgeting and 

capital planning process.  For example, the budget for repairing facades is calculated 

solely by taking the total amount of money expected to be available during a period and 

dividing it equally by the number of buildings that need to be repaired.  In other words, 

each building has the exact same budget for façade repair regardless of the actual 

amount of work that needs to be done on site, which itself is not fully known.  It does not 

account for the different needs and conditions of each building.  Even though this method 

of budgeting is completely inadequate, NYCHA uses these budgets to bid out 

contracts.  A simple inspection of the buildings likely would enable NYCHA to identify 

which buildings need the most immediate and costly work and how much of the budget 

should be devoted to them.  New state-of-the-art technologies also can be leveraged to 

clarify the scope of required work.  With these issues in mind, the Monitor Team is working 

with NYCHA to develop a budgeting process that will enable NYCHA to more wisely and 

accurately allocate funding and contract for capital improvements across its assets.   

 

Security & Safety 

While crime rates for the City overall have decreased over the last several years, 

the same is not true for areas in and around NYCHA developments, where violent crime 

and shooting in particular remain a serious problem.  Citywide programs in connection 

with safety and security have been and continue to be a priority for City Hall and the 

various local prosecutors.  NYCHA’s responsibilities to combat systemic issues 

associated with crime prevention go beyond working with law enforcement partners and 

the current programs and measures being undertaken by The Mayor’s Office of Criminal 
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Justice (“MOCJ”) and the Mayor’s Action Plan for Neighborhood Safety (“MAP”).  Though 

NYCHA has already implemented some measures to make the developments safer, more 

can be done. 

 

As the Monitor Team has engaged with residents, community organizations, and 

housing partners, we have encountered frustration and concern related to the 

maintenance of security infrastructure that is intended to deter criminal activity and 

identify perpetrators when illicit activity does occur.  The Monitor Team has made 

observations of clear security risks at developments, including chronically broken entry 

door locks and vandalized door closers, lack of maintenance and repair of security 

cameras, and obstructed camera and lighting sightlines.  As a result, NYCHA buildings 

become easily accessible to trespassers and others who should not be entering them.  

When crimes do occur, law enforcement efforts are often hampered by the lack of 

cameras and/or effective lighting. 

 

In the coming months the Monitor Team will continue to investigate resident 

concerns regarding safety and security and will incorporate security infrastructure into our 

broader review of procurement, maintenance, and capital planning at NYCHA.   

 

Understaffing and Lack of Staff Supervision at Developments 

During Monitor Team visits to many of the developments, it appeared that the 

number of caretakers, housing assistants, administrators, and/or other maintenance 

personnel was often insufficient for the work they are to accomplish.  As a related 

problem, in our interviews of both Tenant Association Presidents (“TAPs”) and 

development staff, the lack of adequate training and supervision of development 

personnel was also reported as common.  Whatever the causes, deficient staffing and 

insufficient training and supervision of development staff are circumstances that directly 

and significantly affect the living conditions for residents.  Overflowing dumpsters and 

other trash receptacles, litter and general uncleanliness in and around development 

buildings, and ineffective and unreasonably time-consuming administrative processes in 

development offices are some of the results.  Additionally, as the Monitor Team begins 
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collaborating with NYCHA to create Action Plans for infrastructure systems such as 

heat/hot water and elevators, it is becoming clear that local development staff are going 

to have even more responsibilities.  For example, a common cause of elevator 

breakdowns is trash and other foreign objects interfering with elevator door operations.  

A new proposal from NYCHA’s Elevator group is that caretakers start their shifts by 

cleaning in and around elevator doorways on every floor, a time-consuming job. These 

issues of staffing, training, and supervision are important in all the working groups with 

which the Monitor Team is engaged.  

B. LEAD-BASED PAINT 

In connection with the federal lawsuit, NYCHA admitted that it made false 

certifications to HUD about its compliance with federal lead paint safety regulations.   

NYCHA also made the following admissions regarding lead paint in NYCHA 

developments:  

 

 In more than half of NYCHA developments, NYCHA’s inspections (including 
statistical sampling) have confirmed the presence of lead paint somewhere on the 
premises, and in at least 92 developments the inspections (including statistical 
sampling) have confirmed the presence of lead paint inside apartment units.  
 

 Since at least 2010, NYCHA has not performed most of the biennial lead paint risk 
assessment reevaluations required by regulation for developments containing lead 
paint.  In a 2011 email, a NYCHA director advised a NYCHA executive that NYCHA 
was not conducting required risk assessment reevaluations.  
 

 From at least 2012 to 2016, NYCHA failed to perform visual assessments of 
apartments for lead paint hazards as required by regulation.  In 2016, NYCHA 
began performing visual assessments in units where children under six reside, but 
NYCHA has not yet performed visual assessments in the majority of apartments 
that may contain lead paint. 
 

 Since at least 2010, NYCHA has not ensured that staff uses lead-safe work 
practices when performing work on surfaces that may contain lead paint.  
NYCHA’s policies and procedures do not ensure that maintenance workers are 
informed that the surfaces they work on contain lead paint.  Less than one-third of 
the maintenance workers assigned to NYCHA developments with lead paint are 
trained in lead-safe work practices. In May 2016 email, a NYCHA executive 
advised that “there [were] only 33 paint[ers]/paint supervisors trained in lead safe 
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practices” working in Brooklyn developments.  NYCHA has determined that at least 
12,000 apartments in Brooklyn developments may contain lead paint.  

 

 From at least 2010 until 2015, NYCHA did not provide HUD with any information 
regarding children living at NYCHA who had been found to have an environmental 
intervention blood lead level (“EIBLL”). 
 

  In light of these admissions, the Agreement requires NYCHA to take wide-ranging 

corrective actions that are specified in Agreement Exhibit A.  Among other things, NYCHA 

must: 1) take specific, exigent measures to protect children under six years of age from 

the serious health risks of lead-based paint through assessment of lead-paint units and 

the application of lead paint interim controls or abatement as required; 2) abate all lead-

based paint in NYCHA properties (pursuant to detailed action plans executed over the 

course of twenty years); 3) strictly comply with federal regulations applicable to 

renovation, repair, and painting work done in apartments presumed to contain lead-based 

paint and take measures to ensure adherence to lead-safe work practices; 4) perform 

annual visual assessments and biennial risk assessment evaluations; and 5) take specific 

measures to detail, assess, investigate, and abate lead-based paint units and common 

areas connected to children under six found to have elevated blood lead levels.  

 

The Monitor’s lead-paint team is overseeing NYCHA’s compliance with the 

Agreement and with applicable lead paint laws.  Accordingly, we have conducted 

numerous meetings with senior NYCHA leadership and commenced a methodical review 

of NYCHA’s policies, procedures, and actions with respect to lead-based paint 

identification and remediation.  We have interviewed a wide range of NYCHA personnel 

including leaders and deputies from NYCHA’s Healthy Homes and Operations Units (as 

well as Technical Services, Maintenance, Repair and Skilled Trades and Management 

and Planning departments), as well as all borough directors and all regional asset 

managers (“RAMs”).  Team personnel have begun on-site interviews of property 

managers and superintendents, and are using access to NYCHA information systems, 

including Maximo, to track how matters are created, worked, and closed (and to identify 

responsible personnel), including whether work order “tickets” are handled appropriately 
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and on a timely basis.  Monitor Team field personnel on the ground observe and report 

on NYCHA’s actions at the developments.3   

 

As a preliminary matter, before we turn to NYCHA’s actions under the Agreement, 

we note that our interviews have indicated that NYCHA lacks a comprehensive strategic 

policy to address the many issues surrounding lead-based paint.  Many interviewees 

perceive NYCHA’s senior leadership as still trying to find the proper way to conceive and 

execute a policy that is efficient, ensures compliance with laws and regulations, and 

effectively spends money.  This policy must be understood and, most importantly, 

implemented at the local level.   

 

“Headquarters” is often perceived as reactive and unhelpful.  We were told by a 

number of RAMs that they were transferred to new jurisdictions last summer with little or 

no advanced notice and no explanation as to why.  In many cases, these managers 

lamented that the great effort they had made fostering constructive relationships and 

learning the details of their properties was wasted.  They had to begin the process anew 

in their new locations.  This appears to be a strategy at NYCHA – move people around 

so that no one knows the history of the development in which they land and no one takes 

responsibility as they are new to the site. 

 

A well-conceived management policy will have to consider and address ill-defined 

responsibilities and deliverables of mid-level managers, lack of accountability, lack of 

appropriate staff (down to the lowest levels), over-reliance on expensive requirements 

contracts (held by vendors with too much leverage provided by exclusivity), the relative 

inexperience of ground-level personnel with techniques to properly address lead paint 

and mold remediation issues, lack of discipline in electronic record keeping, and a lack of 

understanding of how to properly assess and estimate capital needs and communicate 

them to headquarters (up through the borough directors from the development level).  

 
3 As an aide to monitoring and assessing NYCHA’s performance, we have on our staff an expert in lead-
safe work practices who was the principal author of the first edition of HUD’s authoritative work “Guidelines 
for the Evaluation and Control of Lead-Based Hazards in Housing.”  
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Many managers and superintendents feel that developments were disempowered – and 

operations made more difficult – with the transition (in around 2009) to reliance on 

technology and the creation of the work order system to respond to resident complaints.  

 

There also appears to be a need to improve communication between departments 

dealing with lead paint and mold issues (e.g., Operations/Skilled Trades and Healthy 

Homes).  Lack of effective communication can result in redundancy or neglect of action 

items.  Properly assigned ownership of deliverables is an urgent challenge, as is oversight 

of conformance to applicable laws and regulations.  NYCHA must clearly state – 

individually and collectively – who is responsible for ensuring compliance with lead-based 

paint regulations and laws and lead-safe work practices.  In assigning such responsibility, 

the methodology for ensuring compliance should be clearly stated.  Finally, the resources 

available to ensure such compliance must be sufficient (recognizing the need for efficient 

deployment). 

 

There are clearly many talented and well-intentioned people at all levels and 

departments at NYCHA with years of experience in effective problem solving. They have 

good insights into what works and what does not.  They need a management structure 

that will allow them to flourish.  

 

Within 30 days after the Agreement was signed, NYCHA was required to identify 

all developments, and the units therein, that were built prior to 1978 and are not otherwise 

exempt from lead-paint regulations, i.e., those units which potentially could be 

contaminated with lead-based paint.  NYCHA was further required to submit an 

“Immediate Action List” identifying the subset of those units that NYCHA has reason to 

believe are “occupied or routinely visited” by a child under six years old.  The Agreement 

mandates that NYCHA perform a visual inspection of each unit on the Immediate Action 

List (unless an appropriate inspection was already done in the preceding year), and 

eliminate any hazards using interim controls or abatement.   
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The Agreement also requires NYCHA to provide documents that are sufficient to 

show NYCHA’s basis for claiming that particular developments are exempt.  If HUD and 

the SDNY reject that determination, and those units would otherwise have been on the 

Immediate Action List, NYCHA then has 30 days to visually inspect and apply interim 

controls or abatement.  Agreement Exhibit A ¶¶ 4-7. 

 

  Our primary concern was that, as we learned from interviews and which was 

subsequently confirmed by NYCHA senior management, NYCHA relied exclusively on 

existing residence records (obtained largely through forms filled out by residents in the 

annual recertification process) which are admittedly unreliable to determine if a child 

under six resides in or regularly visits any NYCHA unit that is presumed to contain lead 

paint. 

   

If the goal is to protect the children, we expect NYCHA to make a better effort to 

find out where they live rather than relying solely on deficient records.  According to 

NYCHA, its developments have an overall population of about 400,000 residents.  The 

Department of Sanitation estimates the number closer to 600,000, and other estimates 

go even higher.  We do not know how many children under six are within the larger 

estimates.  No one at NYCHA has asked.  Nor were residents informed or asked to assist 

in this effort to identify these at-risk young children. 

 

On May 30, 2019, the Monitor sent a letter to the NYCHA Interim Chair and CEO 

to document various concerns about NYCHA’s handling of important matters relating to 

lead paint and related testimony by the Interim Chair before the City Council on May 7th. 

The following concerns were documented: 

 

 NYCHA has not been making an acceptable effort to identify lead paint units 
inhabited or routinely visited by children under six; 

 NYCHA’s projection that XRF testing4 of some 135,000 apartments will be 
completed by 2020 is unnecessarily optimistic and should be amended; 

 NYCHA records purportedly demonstrating the lead unit exempt status of 
 

4 “XRF” stands for x-ray fluorescence, a technology featured in hand-held devices that when placed in 
proximity to a wall or other component of a room shows a count of lead particles in a painted section. 
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over 50,000 have not been approved by the Monitor (who does not have 
this responsibility) and are being reviewed by HUD and the SDNY; 

 The Monitor Team learned through its own inquiry, not from NYCHA 
disclosure, of certain contractors not conforming to lead-safe work 
practices; and 

 NYCHA cannot clearly identify who is in charge of and accountable for 
properly addressing lead paint matters.  

 

  The letter concluded with a recommendation to NYCHA that the following steps be 

taken: 

 

 Promptly take steps to clarify the Interim Chair and CEO’s testimony for the 
City Council and the public; 

 Immediately develop a plan acceptable to the Monitor to identify apartments 
in which children under six reside or regularly visit and make that plan public; 

 Arrange priority XRF testing of apartments containing lead paint and routinely 
visited by children under six not previously scheduled for testing and make 
that schedule public; 

 Announce a realistic schedule for completing the current XRF testing; 
 Meet with the Monitor and representatives of HUD and the SDNY to 1) 

disclose and explain any pending inability to promptly and lawfully comply 
with lead-based paint responsibilities under the Agreement and federal law 
and to 2) discuss your purported evidence supporting unit exemptions, 
including giving a presentation supporting your claims of exemption, and then, 
make the evidence public; 

 Establish a “Lead Project Page” on the NYCHA website which is easily 
accessible and populate that page with project details, goals, and status 
reports as well as how NYCHA is ensuring compliance with the Agreement 
and federal law. 

 

The Interim Chair and CEO responded by her own letter, sent May 31st, in which 

she strongly disagreed with many of the propositions in the Monitor’s letter.  Later that 

day, however, the Interim Chair and CEO submitted a Certification acknowledging that 

NYCHA had been unable to fully comply with the Agreement provisions described above.  

The Chair also submitted a companion document euphemistically entitled “Exhibit A, 

Paragraph 30 Certification Corrective Action Plan,” which identifies key areas of non-

compliance and provides NYCHA’s short-term and long-term strategy for improvement.  

These letters and documents are attached collectively to this report at Appendix 5.   
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Among other things, the Certification reports that:  

 

NYCHA cannot certify at this time that it has fully complied with the Lead 
Safe Housing Rule, the Renovation, Repair and Painting Rule, and the 
Abatement Rule (“the Rules”) for the Immediate Action List Sites. As 
explained in the annexed Corrective Action Plan, NYCHA has improved its 
compliance with the Rules, but shortfalls remain in key areas, particularly 
with regard to recordkeeping, clearance examination, and resident 
notification….Based upon the data entered into the system of record as of 
May 31, 2019, NYCHA is awaiting clearance examination laboratory results 
for 905 Immediate Action List units and still needs to perform clearance 
examinations in 618 Immediate Action List units. Of the 618 units, NYCHA 
has made attempts to perform the clearance examinations in 503 units. 
 
 

  NYCHA’s Certification and Corrective Action Plan is a frank admission of an 

unacceptable level of deficiencies, from the quality of the interim controls to the number 

of units that have not been cleared.  The NYCHA Lead Hazard Control Unit appears to 

be struggling to achieve its intended purpose (particularly so without a Director and a 

need for personnel to fill vacancies), and urgently needs support.  Means of regular and 

purposeful communication with Operations, Compliance, and Health and Safety 

Department personnel must be considered and implemented.  Though we are heartened 

by the earnest attempt of the Corrective Action Plan to admit material deficiencies, the 

apparent doubt about the quality of certain interim control measures and the backlog of 

pending clearances can fairly be considered an emergency, as children under six could 

be ingesting lead particulate if these units were not adequately cleaned after the interim 

controls were applied.  From April through June 30th, we have received email notification 

from NYCHA of 10 reports to HUD regarding children residing in NYCHA properties found 

to have elevated blood lead levels.  We also inquired about totals this year.  Since the 

beginning of the year, NYCHA has reported to HUD a total of 18 cases of children with 

elevated blood lead levels (as of June 30th).   

 

  The proposed corrective action plan admits that the clearance process required by 

HUD cannot currently be handled by NYCHA.   Post-work cleanup and dust wipe work 

required by federal regulations has in many cases been conducted many weeks after the 
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underlying lead remediation work was conducted in presumed lead paint units.  Residents 

have in these cases reoccupied the work areas prior to clearance (accomplished after 

dust wipes are tested for lead content by a certified lab) and a report being issued. Our 

field team has encountered and recorded NYCHA personnel conducting clean-up work in 

occupied apartments (mopping, “Swiffer” dusting of floors and dusting of window 

components) in anticipation of dust wipe samples being taken just moments later.  

Resident possessions were seen in close proximity to the cleaning work (in one instance, 

including a stuffed animal).   

 

  With its current capacity (by contract with a vendor), NYCHA has stated that it can 

at best obtain lab results for clearance for about a hundred units a day (and then usually 

in about three days from dust wipe samples being obtained).  To meet its current 

clearance testing needs, NYCHA needs to obtain at least 250 results – and that number 

may be as high as 300 when other units receiving work (not involving children under six 

or urgent attention) need to be cleared.  Synching up timely scheduling is also difficult. 

NYCHA’s Healthy Homes Department handles vendor clearance contracts and 

scheduling using a manual process involving use of spreadsheets.  NYCHA confirmed 

these details in a meeting with the government (and attended by the Monitor Team) on 

June 11th. 

 

  As recently as September 2018, NYCHA was unable to report to the government 

that its workers engaging in renovation, repair, and painting work likely to disturb lead 

paint (“RRP” work) had been able to fully comply with the RRP Rule (an EPA rule requiring 

special precautions be taken and techniques used if six square feet or more of any section 

of an apartment presumed to contain lead paint is disturbed; see 40 C.F.R. part 745, 

subpart E).  In fact, the norm was that some violation of the Rule would occur in all jobs 

– whether the failure was in one or more categories such as inadequate warning signs, 

improper setup, improper work methods, or cleanup failures.  Our review indicates that 

adherence to the Rule has not been uniform nor has it been strictly enforced or supervised 

by NYCHA (and ownership of such responsibilities has not been clear).  Until recently, 

awareness, training, and proper supplies were not ensured.  
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  Site visits and interviews indicate that though the situation is improving, great 

challenges are still be faced.  The Agreement requires NYCHA to adhere to lead-safe 

work practices set forth in the Lead-Safe Housing Rule (24 C.F.R. part 35, subparts B-R) 

and the RRP Rule.  According to NYCHA, training of development staff has been given 

to over 95% of the applicable NYCHA workers (approximately 2500) and is required of 

new employees who will perform such work.  RRP “kits” required by the Agreement 

(containing supplies necessary to properly perform RRP work) are in NYCHA storerooms 

across the City and are being replenished as they are used.  We have conducted random 

spot checks of storerooms and have found the kits to be in place.  A team of some twenty 

inspectors from the New York City Department of Sanitation (“DSNY”) has been loaned 

to NYCHA to conduct impromptu inspections of vendor work subject to the Rule.  

 

  Though a trend of improvement is indicated, a formal assessment of compliance 

with the Rule will have to be accomplished through appropriately-timed audit work.  As 

discussed above, there is also usually a lag of many weeks between completion of RRP 

work and completion of required dust wipe and clearance work. 

 

  Further, NYCHA will have to implement a self-sufficient method of inspecting its 

own and vendor compliance with lead-safe work practices.  We learned in an interview 

conducted in late April that DSNY inspectors working on behalf of NYCHA had found 

vendor personnel violating the RRP Rule.  The process NYCHA uses to respond to such 

violations involves the immediate shut down of the job until compliance is achieved and 

the issuance of a “Direction to Perform” letter to the vendor that the firm is in breach of its 

contract, itemizing the improper practices.  The letter requests a reply from the vendor 

describing how it will ensure RRP requirements on all jobs it will perform.  Vendors are 

also informed “NYCHA has the right to consider moving toward contractor default for 

failure to complete the contract work in compliance with the contract.”  We are aware that 

eight vendors have received such letters on at least one occasion.  Three vendors have 

received more than one such letter.    
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  We are committed to working with NYCHA (with guidance from our lead paint 

expert) to find a way to expeditiously ensure that all of the Immediate Action units that 

received interim controls are safe for residents.  A regular weekly “lead process” meeting 

between the Monitor Team and NYCHA was initiated on June 12th.  Through this meeting, 

we also have begun a constructive dialogue with NYCHA on means that may be used to 

identify where children under six live or regularly visit. 

 

In light of our above observations and concerns, we are discussing the following 

proposals, among others, with NYCHA in order to improve the documentation and 

execution of lead-based paint testing and removal: 

 

 Assembling, organizing, and feeding all data from the lead testing performed by 
NYCHA in the early 2000s into a suitable database that can be integrated into 
Maximo; 
 

 Using the testing data from the early 2000s to exempt renovation, repair, and 
painting work in lead-free units;  

 

 Establishing a policy that vendors who perform RRP work who are found to 
violate the RRP Rule three times (upon substantial evidence) will be terminated 
and suspended from additional work for an appropriate period; 

 

 Engaging in an ongoing resident awareness and education campaign, with the 
assistance of resident associations and community leaders, to inform residents of 
the dangers of young children and pregnant women ingesting lead paint 
particulate and the benefits of letting NYCHA know where children and pregnant 
women reside and regularly visit; 

 

 Ensuring that data relating to children under six living in or regularly visiting 
apartments is accurately recorded and promptly updated in Maximo; 

 

 Revising all tenant disclosure forms to make them more user-friendly and clearly 
understandable;   

 

 Making NYCHA policy towards requesting approval for temporary or permanent 
additions to a household less intimidating, and indicating where a resident can 
assume the permission will be granted (such as births, adoptions, authorized 
foster children); 
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 Tracking and reporting monthly to the Monitor Team the time elapsed between 
closure of an RRP work order and completion of the dust wipe work order; and 

 

 Delineating the required communication between the Healthy Homes Unit and 
the Health and Safety and Compliance Units and permit overlap of deliverables 
only where desirable. 

 

We have also pointed out to NYCHA that it must decide on an acceptable 

methodology for clearance procedures.  HUD guidelines state that residents should be 

excluded from RRP work areas until clearance is issued.  See Guidelines for the 

Evaluation and Control of Lead-Based Paint Hazards in Housing, Office of Healthy 

Homes and Lead Hazard Control, Second Edition, July 2012 (“HUD LBP Guidelines”), 

Chapter 8: Resident Protection and Worksite Preparation.  We have emphasized that the 

following ideas also be given appropriate consideration: 

 

 An analysis of temporary housing options and associated problems; 
 

 Purchasing XRF testing devices that can be used by NYCHA to determine if 
particular work will be disturbing lead paint (and to field test dust wipes); 

 

 Shifting a portion of the XRF testing teams currently in the field to testing units 
scheduled for RRP work.  

 

For the foregoing propositions, we asked that NYCHA include a fact-based 

analysis for each area in order to allow an objective assessment of feasibility and benefit.  

Finally, we asked that, in order to move up the kickoff date, NYCHA consider whether it 

could apply more assets to the data entry and system building project currently scheduled 

to be completed in September (to incorporate the early 2000s data to see if units are 

exempt from the RRP Rule). 

 

 We are also suggesting to NYCHA that, generally speaking, there should be 

greater outreach by NYCHA to City agencies, such as the New York City Human 

Resources Administration for residents receiving public assistance benefits, schools, and 

day care centers, that might have information about children under six residing in NYCHA 

developments.  If certain information is confidential, such entities could be asked to 
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contact parents/guardians directly.  Additional methods of locating children under six and 

educating residents are also being discussed with NYCHA, including 1) how development 

staff might be able to formally report observations indicating the presence of young 

children, 2) ensuring that any annual visit to apartments made by maintenance persons 

and housing assistants inquire about children under six who are residing in or regularly 

visiting the unit, and 3) launching an awareness campaign with tenant associations that 

pointedly alerts residents to the dangers faced by young children and pregnant women 

when exposed to lead paint and informs them of the benefits of disclosing when they live 

in and regularly visit NYCHA apartments. 

 

C. MOLD 

  

  As described above, the Baez lawsuit showcased the chronic mold problems in 

NYCHA developments and the ensuing threat to residents’ health.  The suit resulted in a 

Consent Decree which attempted to create a framework for resolving the mold epidemic.  

In accordance with the Consent Decree, the Court appointed a Special Master to, among 

other things, monitor compliance with the Decree, formally communicate with the parties 

regarding compliance issues, and make recommendations to the Court as necessary in 

an effort to improve compliance.  After deficient performance by NYCHA pursuant to that 

Decree, the Court approved a Revised Consent Decree in late November 2018.  A revised 

Standard Operating Procedure (“RSOP”) was also crafted that required NYCHA to train 

all personnel involved in mold remediation work in order to: 1) promptly inspect and 

confirm mold complaints, 2) use appropriate instruments (for example, a scope passed 

through a small hole made in a wall to visually assess root cause), 3) use proper 

remediation techniques, and 4) keep proper electronic records of initial inspections, 

remediation work, and information regarding root causes of mold outbreaks. 

   

  As of the date of this report, the “Mold Busters” program associated with the RSOP 

has been implemented in most, if not all, of NYCHA’s developments.  NYCHA reported 

to the Special Master in November 2018 that it had met the August 30, 2018 deadline for 
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revising the design of the Maximo system and its handheld devices to create and track 

mold work orders and was on schedule to meet all deadlines for the implementation of 

the RSOP.  The RSOP and Revised Consent Decree also called for the appointment of 

three additional offices, that of ombudsperson, independent data analyst, and 

independent mold analyst.  

 

  The Agreement requires NYCHA to comply with the terms of the orders in Baez.  

In addition to enforcing the Baez requirements, the Agreement imposes other 

responsibilities on NYCHA.  Among other things, within two years of the effective date of 

the Agreement, NYCHA must respond to a mold complaint within five business days in 

95% of instances, and then must meet additional deadlines in effecting the necessary 

repair work.  Within five years of the effective date of the Agreement, for 85% of verified 

mold complaints, NYCHA must take steps to prevent any second verified mold complaint 

in the same unit or common area within a 12-month period.  Agreement Exhibit B ¶¶ 15-

20. 

 

  To oversee NYCHA’s compliance with the Agreement and Baez, the Monitor Team 

has met with the Special Master and received his considerable insight regarding the mold 

problem.  The Monitor Team also communicates regularly with the attorneys for the Baez 

plaintiffs as well as NYCHA staff and resident advocates.  The Monitor’s field and resident 

engagement teams are also regularly receiving information -- often discouraging – directly 

from residents.  

 

Our interviews indicate that NYCHA is struggling to comply with Baez.   The RSOP 

requires that a minor mold occurrence be remediated within seven days of confirmation 

by inspection and a major occurrence within 15.  Many of the NYCHA personnel 

interviewed said NYCHA is not able to meet these deadlines because of lack of resources.  

 

  We have reviewed NYCHA’s mold-related data for the two most recent ninety-day 

cycles for which it is available (August through October 2018 and November through 

January 2019).  The data was submitted by NYCHA in the Baez case.  NYCHA’s data is 
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of limited utility as it shows statistical analysis for only those mold work orders that have 

actually been closed.  Thus, the following statistical comparisons apply only to closed 

work orders: 

 

 For the August through October cycle, it took on average 8.3 days to address and 
close mold occurrences that should have been closed within seven days 
(according to the RSOP).  For the November through January cycle, that average 
was reduced to 6.7 days.  
 

 For the August through October cycle, it took on average 18.9 days to address and 
close mold occurrences that should have been closed within 15 days (according 
to the RSOP).  For the November through January cycle, that average was 
reduced to 14.9 days. 

 

 4,344 “7-day” work orders were created in the August through October period. 
3,327 were closed.  Of those closed, 62% were closed within 7 days.  5,924 “15-
day” work orders were created in the period. 2,424 were closed.  Of those closed, 
48% were closed within 15 days. 

 

 3,293 “7-day” work orders were created in the November through January period.  
1,805 were closed.  Of those closed, 69% were closed within 7 days.  3,960 “15-
day” work orders were created in the period.  1,006 were closed.  Of those closed, 
67% were closed within 15 days. 

 

From November 2018 through January 2019, NYCHA reported 1,986 work orders within 

60 days of work order closure.  Of 1,613 “successful contacts” (with residents), 846 orders 

(~52%) were “successfully completed.”  Mold reoccurred in 762 of these cases (47%) and 

had to be followed up with new work orders. 

 

One possible explanation for some of the delays offered by development personnel 

is that, among other provisions, the Mold Busters program requires that only workers with 

mold certifications perform initial inspections of mold complaints filed by residents.  

Initially, this created a backlog, because only superintendents were trained and certified, 

and the inspections took away from their day-to-day tasks. Now, however, assistant 

superintendents, supervisors, property managers, and assistant property managers have 

received Mold Busters training to alleviate the backlog of initial inspections. NYCHA 

personnel report that the Mold Busters training was generally informative and helpful.  
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However, many Directors and RAMs acknowledged that because superintendents 

generally are responsible for both the initial inspection of a mold occurrence and the post-

work quality assurance assessment, there is a potential conflict of interest because the 

superintendents evaluate their own team’s work.   

 

There are contributing factors to the mold epidemic that also must be addressed 

in crafting a comprehensive and long-lasting solution.  Ventilation, for example, is 

important in combating mold.  Residents, however, may not want to open the bathroom 

window during winter, or may block the bathroom vent with tape to prevent pests from 

getting into the unit.  Additionally, although malfunctioning roof fans have for years been 

a source of concern and frustration, interviewees have generally stated that most roof 

fans are now usually operational.  NYCHA has expressed reservations to us about the 

reliability of roof fan data in Maximo, which may not accurately reflect how many roof fans 

are broken at any given time.  Further, many of the fans are old and have been repaired, 

and may not be providing the ventilation necessary to be fully effective.  Another factor is 

duct work that has not been cleaned in decades (or ever).  NYCHA’s Healthy Homes 

Office has drafted a plan to address the roof fan issues, including by replacing belt drives 

with direct drives, safely cleaning all duct work, and using high definition aerial images to 

assess roof fan operability.   We understand that $50 million in funding has been approved 

for the foregoing.   

 

The procedural improvements arrived at through the Baez case are important in 

driving NYCHA to do better in remediating mold on a timely and immediate basis. 

However, significant root causes of many mold outbreaks and recurrences are leaks 

caused by pipes, roofs, and porous building exteriors.  The great majority of persons 

interviewed attributed leaks to porous roofs and building exteriors, as well as deteriorating 

pipes that are well past their life span.  Often, cutting and replacing sections of piping only 

moves the points at which water pressure causes a leak farther down the system.  As 

one senior Healthy Homes executive said, to truly address the root causes of mold and 

prevent recurrence, gut renovations of entire buildings should be performed which would 

of course require significant capital expenditures and resident relocation.  According to 
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interviews, there is currently widespread uncertainty as to how to formally request capital 

funding to address porous building envelopes, roofs that must be replaced, and pipe 

systems that chronically leak.  Responsible personnel had formerly used a specific form 

identified as “Form 040.301” to document requests.  However, multiple interviewees said 

that it is no longer recognized and acknowledged; no replacement process has been 

explained or implemented. 

 

Aside from needed capital improvements, we have repeatedly heard accounts of 

developments being short-staffed at all operational levels. In some cases, temporary 

workers are utilized to fill gaps on a short-term basis.  Painters and plumbers are 

particularly in short supply, which has an impact on mold work order closure times.  

Further, Directors and RAMs have explained that because of a deficient number of 

plumber helpers (traditionally matched with a journeyman), for some work plumbers are 

paired with other journeymen plumbers (who of course must be paid higher wages and 

benefits than helpers).  Further, because of the great demand for the services of 

plumbers, much work is completed on overtime. 

 

The shortage of skilled trades is also making it difficult to properly sequence 

repairs.  Skilled Trades Planners are responsible for scheduling particular trades 

assigned to them and they must carefully coordinate the trades in proper sequence so 

that residents are not left waiting for repairs and completion of jobs.  Property managers 

and superintendents have expressed frustration with the “Alternate Work Schedule” which 

restricts their ability to modify workers’ schedules to ensure the development has full 

coverage (and that people are not working alone) during afterhours.  Property managers 

and superintendents also cannot approve overtime for their staff.  Approval is required 

from both the RAM and Borough Director, and possibly the VP of Operations.  It is difficult 

for borough office personnel, who are not in the field, to determine whether overtime is 

actually needed.  Vacancies are often left open for long periods of time, often for 60 to 90 

days.  In part, this is due to required lengthy New York City Department of Citywide 

Administrative Services (“DCAS”) and New York City Civil Service procedures.  Property 

managers and superintendents have no influence in hiring their employees.  NYCHA’s 
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Human Resources Department determines whom they get.  We were informed of one 

instance where a housing assistant who has never used a computer was hired. 

 

In the next quarter, we will continue to work with NYCHA to address these and 

other issues related to timely and effective mold abatement.  Two of the oversight 

offices contemplated by the Baez Consent Decree (independent mold analyst and 

independent data analyst) have recently been approved by the Court.  Thus, the record 

of progress on mold (or lack thereof) should shortly become more reliable.  It should be 

noted that the Special Master in Baez asked the Monitor to consider ultimately 

assuming oversight responsibilities within the framework of the Baez matter.  After due 

consideration, particularly with the appointment of independent experts in Baez to track 

and assess NYCHA’s compliance with Court-approved procedures, we believe that the 

current independent methods of oversight should continue.  We will of course regularly 

communicate with the officials and parties in Baez and will watch closely to see what 

results can be achieved. 

 

D. HEAT AND HOT WATER 

 

As with all NYCHA building infrastructures, heat and hot water systems at the 

developments are overseen by both Operations under the Heating Management Services 

Department (“HMSD”) and Capital.  Capital is responsible for the replacement of aging 

building boilers and other related equipment, and HMSD is tasked with the maintenance 

and repair of this equipment, all to ensure that residents receive proper heating and hot 

water services.  Without more comprehensive planning and execution by NYCHA 

(beyond HMSD) to coordinate the improvement of all NYCHA’s building infrastructure, 

NYCHA will not significantly overhaul these heating and hot water systems, or even 

maintain the recent gains made in reducing heating system breakdowns.  The Monitor 

Team, with the assistance of our building system and infrastructure experts, is focused 

on working with NYCHA to both improve the immediate plans needed to better maintain 
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NYCHA’s heating systems as well as on the more expansive and coordinated strategy 

for the overhauling of all of NYCHA’s building infrastructure systems. 

 

The Agreement requires that NYCHA produce an Action Plan, as well as meet 

various performance-specific deadlines regarding heating services to residents.  Most 

significantly, NYCHA must submit its Action Plan to the Monitor by October 1, 2019, which 

must address how NYCHA will assess and respond to heat outages across its portfolio 

of buildings.  Specifically, the Action Plan must identify for each development how NYCHA 

will respond to heating outages, accounting for 1) resident populations, 2) historical data 

about prior outages, 3) availability of on-site and remote maintenance personnel, and 4) 

response times.  The plan must include provisions for alternative “heated community 

spaces” for any heat outrages that are anticipated to be of substantial duration.  Lastly, 

the Action Plan must address NYCHA’s policies for closing out work orders when the 

resident is not home or otherwise does not provide access to the apartment to resolve 

the heating outage.  The plan must be made available to residents and posted online.  

 

In addition, NYCHA must meet certain performance goals, many by the close of 

2019, in which it is to reduce both the number of heat outages at developments and their 

duration.  NYCHA is also tasked with performing additional analysis regarding the causes 

of outages and the efficiency with which maintenance crews fix the problems and return 

heat service.  Agreement Exhibit B ¶¶ 1-14. 

 

As part of our outreach and engagement with NYCHA residents at the 

developments, the Monitor Team had numerous discussions and observed multiple 

instances of building infrastructure breakdowns, including of heat and hot water systems.  

The Monitor Team also met with all levels of NYCHA staff tasked with oversight of heat 

and hot water systems, from both the Operations and Capital divisions.  

 

The Executive Vice President for Capital Projects and staff explained the schedule 

for boiler replacements and the strategy used for that process.  Replacing a boiler at a 

development usually requires that the entire boiler room be rebuilt (adding substantial 
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time and cost to the project.)  Limited capital budgets have forced a sequencing of boiler 

replacements, usually only at the point when they are completely non-functioning and 

beyond repair.  For many years now, the schedule to install new boilers has not kept pace 

with the need to replace existing boilers as they failed to the point of being beyond repair. 

Unfortunately, NYCHA has relied on the use of temporary boilers as both a short and 

long-term heating strategy, rather than devising a capital plan to timely replace its aging 

and ailing boilers when needed.  

 

We also spoke with the head of Operations Support Services (“OSS”) and several 

staff regarding the maintenance and repair of boilers and other related equipment.  The 

current head of OSS started at NYCHA in the early Fall of 2018, mobilized HMSD staff 

and established the Central Heating Alarm System so that plumbers and electricians 

could be dispatched on a 24/7 basis to respond to heat outages. The OSS head also 

created the NYCHA Situation Room to enable essential personnel to gather information 

and coordinate both responses and resources during particularly cold weather.  As a 

result of these efforts, unplanned heating outages across NYCHA developments dropped 

from 4,171 in winter 2017/2018 to 3,101 in winter 2018/2019, according to data from 

NYCHA.  We were also informed by NYCHA that the average length of unplanned 

outages dropped from 25 hours to 9 hours – or by 64% – for the same time periods.  We 

are confirming that these numbers accurately reflect the total time of the outage and not 

only the time onsite repairing the boiler. 

 

We interviewed members of the Maintenance Repair & Skilled Trades Department, 

many of whom have been with NYCHA for decades.  They not only staff HMSD but also 

the skilled maintenance departments for all NYCHA’s infrastructure systems, from 

elevators to waste management equipment.  They informed us that the failings of the 

heating systems, like all NYCHA’s infrastructure equipment, have two main root causes 

– the current equipment is in use well beyond its intended lifespan, and there has been 

insufficient comprehensive preventive maintenance of this equipment for many years. 
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The Monitor Team also attended a Teamster Local 237 meeting and interviewed 

many of the maintenance workers.  They complained that due to severe cuts in skilled 

trade worker staff over the years, they are now being worked to the point of exhaustion in 

an attempt to keep building services from declining even further.  They said in addition to 

extended shifts, they also often must work under dangerous conditions.  An example they 

provided was having to perform electrical work on boilers or elevators in building 

basements with significant flooding and being fearful that at any moment they could 

inadvertently electrocute themselves. 

 

The primary focus of the Monitor Team has been working with Operations on both 

the Action Plan for heat and hot water and the related performance deadlines that are 

mandated under the Agreement.  As part of that effort, we are working collaboratively with 

the HMSD on their heating system strategies for both preventive maintenance and 

reactive maintenance plans (including a response plan for emergency heating outages).  

An early challenge for moving forward more effectively is to start returning the size of 

NYCHA’s skilled work force to what it was some years ago when preventive maintenance 

of all equipment could be accomplished and was done.  

 

The Monitor Team has also joined Capital and Operations in their larger plan to 

rebuild NYCHA’s entire building infrastructure.  The favorable results of HMSD’s recent 

maintenance plan are likely unsustainable, given 1) limited NYCHA plumber and 

electrician staffing, 2) the extremely poor condition of so many boilers and other heating-

related equipment across all the developments, and 3) the severe problems that beset all 

NYCHA’s infrastructure systems and compound the problems with every individual 

system.  The Monitor Team is working with NYCHA to develop a plan to address these 

infrastructure issues.  

 

As NYCHA has switched its fuel source for its building boilers from heating oil to 

natural gas, which is both an economic and environmental improvement, it now has a 

store of heating oil totaling approximately 2.6 million gallons located in tanks at several 

developments.  The Monitor Team has offered to assist NYCHA in navigating the logistics 
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of selling this oil, including helping to locate potential purchasers and trucking companies 

that can transport the heating oil from tanks at developments to the purchasers.  Not only 

would the sale of this heating oil benefit NYCHA financially, but it would also enable 

NYCHA to then either remove or remediate the oil storage tanks to avoid potential 

environmental hazards such as leaks in the tanks as they age and deteriorate.   

 

E. ELEVATORS 

 

As with all the other major infrastructure systems in NYCHA buildings, the working 

condition of elevators at the developments significantly impacts the daily lives of 

residents, especially the elderly, the very young, and residents with mobility concerns.  

According to NYCHA, 92% of its resident buildings, or about 1,625 buildings, are serviced 

by a total of 3,237 elevators.  The Elevator Service and Repair Department (“ESRD”), 

with a staff of approximately 430, manages the operations of NYCHA’s elevators, with a 

budget of almost $75 million for FY 2019.  As indicated below, NYCHA’s own data 

establishes that elevator service for its residents is often unreliable.  Making matters 

worse, residents are frequently left with little information as to when service is likely to be 

restored or what they are to do in the interim to manage access to and from their 

apartments.  Using building stairwells, which generally have their own issues such as 

poor lighting, garbage and other filth, and other safety concerns, is the only current 

alternative. 

  

NYCHA assesses its elevator service performance by looking at the number and 

duration of its elevator outages.  In 2018, NYCHA data indicated that each of its elevators 

was out of service an average of 1.13 times per month, with an average duration of just 

over 12 hours, before they were back in operation.  We were told by NYCHA personnel 

that NYCHA has traditionally calculated the duration of an elevator outage from the time 

the repair persons enter the outage into Maximo to the time when service is restored -- 

not from when the outage actually began.  This appears to be a topic of confusion within 

NYCHA; on a separate occasion, we were advised that in recent years elevator outage 
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times have been tracked in Maximo from the time the first call is made.  We are working 

to get a more accurate understanding of NYCHA’s existing data.  However, the confusion 

within NYCHA demonstrates again the need for accurate metrics that NYCHA personnel 

can understand and uniformly implement.   

 

NYCHA reports that outages are most often caused by 1) equipment failure, 2) 

power outages to the building, 3) water intrusions in the building which disable the 

elevator(s), 4) scheduled preventive/corrective maintenance, and 4) vandalism. The 

duration of outages usually depends on the complexity of the repair, availability of ESRD 

repair staff, and/or availability of needed replacement parts. 

  

NYCHA’s new head of OSS has implemented a more strategic plan for responding 

to elevator outages.  Immediate improvements in NYCHA elevator service are unlikely 

due to a significant shortage of ESRD maintenance workers and because the existing 

NYCHA elevator portfolio is largely beyond its expected lifespan and/or otherwise in poor 

working condition.  Elevators are expensive to replace and take many weeks to install.  

Additionally, the stock of new elevators ready for installation is limited given the significant 

increase in new building construction in the New York area over the last few years.  Even 

with a sufficient increase in funding, NYCHA cannot simply engage in a capital program 

of installing a large number of elevators in a short amount of time because there is 

currently no plan in place to address the global challenges of the elevator portfolio.   

 

The Agreement requires that NYCHA produce a detailed Action Plan within 120 

days of the Agreement’s effective date and that NYCHA meet various performance-

specific deadlines regarding the provision of elevator services to its residents.  The Action 

Plan must identify, for each building that contains an elevator designed for resident use, 

how NYCHA will respond when all elevators are out of service at that building (a “no-

service” condition).  The plan must take into account the resident population of each 

building, any individuals with self-reported mobility impairments, the historical data about 

prior outages or service disruptions, the availability of personnel to assist residents, the 

terms of any elevator support contract, and historical response and repair times.  In 
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addition, NYCHA must produce sufficient data identifying all elevator service interruptions 

in the prior three years and must update that data at least quarterly.  Agreement Exhibit 

B ¶¶ 21-34. 

   

In accordance with the Agreement, NYCHA issued an elevator Action Plan to the 

Monitor on May 31, 2019.  It should be noted that the Monitor Team requested to work 

with NYCHA’s elevator division while the plan was being developed, well before it was 

due under the Agreement, but that offer was declined.  Once the Monitor Team received 

the plan, we promptly reviewed it and determined that, while the submitted plan is a good 

starting point with laudable goals, it is not a comprehensive plan that addresses all of the 

issues outlined in the Agreement.  The plan does not fully address the current state of 

NYCHA’s elevator portfolio and does not provide an effective blueprint to bring that 

portfolio into good working order.  For instance, while the plan NYCHA submitted included 

language about assisting residents to and from their apartments during complete elevator 

outages, it is not a plan that could be implemented and actually work.   

 

The main deficiency with NYCHA’s elevator plan is that it confines its scope to 

what NYCHA believes it can currently fund, rather than establishing goals to be 

accomplished based on what will be required to make its elevators safe and reliable.  To 

rework the plan, the Monitor Team has engaged with ESRD through a working group to 

develop both unconstrained and constrained asset management structured action plans.  

The unconstrained plan will take into account the entire elevator portfolio from the 

perspective of unlimited funding, i.e., if NYCHA had unlimited funding what actions would 

bring the portfolio back to a constant state of good repair.  The constrained plan is the 

plan that will address the most critical and strategic items with the funding that the ESRD 

group has on a year over year basis.  This proactive approach will enable ESRD to justify 

additional funding and have a plan to execute when and if those further funds become 

available. 

   

Additionally, while NYCHA did submit data outlining the number and timing of 

elevator outages/interruptions in the last three years (roughly 128,000 outages in total), 
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some important information is lacking.  Specifically, the historical data does not accurately 

identify the cause of each outage/interruption.  It only uses one of three available codes 

such that the precise cause of the outage cannot be determined.  According to the 

elevator group, as of May 31, 2019, the exact cause of the outage will now be identified 

for each Maximo work order ticket so that NYCHA can leverage this information to 

understand current and future needs when servicing specific elevators.  We anticipate 

that the next quarterly update to the outage data will have this precise information 

included.   

 

In the next quarter and beyond, the Monitor Team and ESRD, in their joint working 

group, will continue to develop a comprehensive action plan as described above.  The 

Monitor Team has asked that NYCHA provide a complete asset information summary 

including the inventory of the elevator stock, age of each asset, most recent condition 

assessment (done monthly according to NYCHA), and locations and warranties where 

available.  We have also requested that ESRD furnish the past three months of elevator 

inspection reports with corresponding photographs.   

 

ESRD has indicated that warranties for existing equipment are currently difficult to 

locate because they have never been stored in Maximo.  Warranties are critical to the 

maintenance and state of good repair to the elevators and a means to ensure that the 

equipment was installed correctly and functions as per manufacturer specifications.  In 

the event that mechanical, software, or equipment challenges arise during the warranty 

period, NYCHA would not be responsible for the cost associated with these repairs; 

rather, the manufacturer or the installing contractor typically must cover those costs.  This 

presents an opportunity for future efficiency and savings, with 295 new elevators planned 

for installation over the next five years.   

   

The working group also will focus on getting the entire elevator portfolio asset 

information into Maximo so that a preventive and reactive maintenance program can be 

established and implemented.  A preventive maintenance program is one where the 

known information about an elevator and its systems can be put into Maximo, the 
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operations manual can be uploaded into the program for reference, and the 

manufacturer’s suggested preventive maintenance can be scheduled a year in advance 

for each elevator in the portfolio.  An effective reactive maintenance program also requires 

that all the information about the elevators in the NYCHA portfolio be contained in the 

Maximo system.  Then, when an outage work order ticket is issued, the technicians can 

consult Maximo and know what parts, tools, and equipment to bring to service the specific 

elevator that they are going to fix.  It can tell them to make sure an electrician is on site 

or tell them about any special requirements necessary to make the repair.  This will save 

an immense amount of time, effort, and money in servicing the NYCHA elevator portfolio.     

 

We will provide an update on the progress of these measures and the development 

of our comprehensive Action Plan in the next report.   

F. PESTS AND WASTE 

The Agreement requires NYCHA to reduce the significant pest population (rats, 

mice, cockroaches and bedbugs) in and around its development buildings by adopting 

industry-standard Integrated Pest Management (“IPM”) practices.  NYCHA’s 

responsibilities under the Agreement also include addressing the root causes of these 

pest infestations, such as trash, leaks, and holes in resident unit walls.  NYCHA is 

required to provide targeted infestation relief for all apartments where there are 

multiple5—more than one—verified pest complaints before August 1, 2019.  Additionally, 

NYCHA has the following preventive maintenance requirement to be implemented by 

August 1, 2019: no less than once every 24 hours, it is to inspect the grounds and 

common areas of each of its buildings for cleaning, maintenance, pests and trash, and 

correct such conditions.  Agreement Exhibit B ¶¶ 35-49.  Based on information the Monitor 

Team has gathered so far, particularly interviews with relevant NYCHA staff, it is unlikely 

that NYCHA will meet these deadlines.    

 
5 In consultation with the Monitor, NYCHA agreed to define more than one verified pest complaint as 
multiple pest types rather than as a repeated pest type. A repeated pest type definition would mean more 
than one rat verified complaint, more than one bedbug verified complaint and so on. The multiple pest 
type definition means that there is more than one verified complaint regardless of pest type, so one rat 
and one bedbug complaint equals more than one verified pest complaint.  
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The Agreement also mandates that within three years of its effective date, NYCHA 

shall achieve a significant reduction in its pest population across its portfolio. This is likely 

to be an arduous task, given the extensive nature of the pest problems that exist across 

NYCHA’s developments, as were graphically described in the federal civil complaint filed 

attached to this report at Appendix 1.     

 

In an effort to establish reasonable protocols by which IPM professionals can 

develop and provide reliable estimates of the pest population in each development as is 

required by the Agreement, the Monitor has engaged a  pest expert to advise us on the 

creation of a pest infestation index to help us and NYCHA collect, track, and measure 

NYCHA’s progress in meeting its pest population Agreement obligations.  

 

During this first reporting period, the Monitor Team group focusing on waste 

management and pest reduction began its work by reviewing numerous documents, 

including NYCHA’s 2.0 Waste Management Plan (“NYCHA 2.0”), a waste management 

study done for NYCHA by Public Works Partners, letters from NYCHA residents, and pest 

extermination studies.  We also visited over a dozen NYCHA developments, met with 

TAPs, development property managers, superintendents, supervisors of grounds, 

maintenance staff, and caretakers.  Additionally, we met with the NYCHA Chairperson’s 

Deputy Chief of Staff, Executive Vice President for Operations, Vice President for Energy 

and Sustainability, Senior Vice President for Operations Support Services, Vice President 

for Healthy Homes, Director for Prevention and Intervention Strategies, Director for 

Maintenance, Repair & Skilled Trades, and Resident Buildings Superintendent, among 

many others.  Finally, we interviewed StopPests in Housing at the Cornell University 

Northeastern IPM Center and the leadership from the non-profit Public Work Partners. 
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Pest Reduction 

In the summer of 2017, New York City Mayor de Blasio introduced a $32 million, 

multi-agency plan to reduce the city’s rat population, targeting the Grand Concourse, 

Chinatown/East Village/Lower East Side and Bushwick/Bedford-Stuyvesant areas of the 

city. The approach, which uses IPM practices, has so far reportedly proven helpful in 

reducing rat reproduction and populations.  A graphic showing the City’s progress in April 

2019 can be found on the next page of this report.  

 

In April 2018, the Mayor’s rat reduction program was extended to target ten 

NYCHA developments where approximately 23,000 people live: Bushwick, Webster, 

Marcy, Butler, Morris I, Morris II, Riis I, Riis II, Morrissania, and Hylan.  Later, 49 additional 

developments were covered as part of the program, and in the near future, the program 

will be further extended to NYCHA developments in northern Manhattan.  Our concern, 

however, is that for NYCHA the Mayor’s rat reduction program is being too narrowly 

implemented and does not include all developments where rat infestations are a serious 

problem.  In fact, certain NYCHA developments visited by the Monitor Team that are not 

located within one of the Mayor’s rat reduction zones have horrific pest infestation 

conditions (including rats).  It is inadequate for NYCHA to largely bootstrap its rat 

reduction efforts to the Mayor’s rat reduction program.  NYCHA’s rat reduction efforts 

must be more expansive across its entire portfolio in order to eradicate this problem. 
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Of the many developments the Monitor Team visited, the rat infestation problem 

at the Washington Houses underscores the magnitude of NYCHA’s pest challenges 

across its portfolio.  At the Washington Houses, the Monitor Team observed rat burrows 

across the development, including along building foundations and inside entrance doors.   

 

In a letter to NYCHA signed by over 500 of its 4,000 residents, the Washington 

Houses Tenant Association’s Executive Board described the rat infestation problem in 

graphic detail and its impact on its residents, calling residents “hostages in our own home 

at night.”  As the letter describes, residents see rats “coming out of the elevators and 

stairways,” and internal “compactors are closed and have been out of service … [in 

numerous buildings] due to workers refusing to enter compactor rooms for fear of being 

attacked” by rats.  Despite this, residents have continued to place their “garbage inside 

(the trash chutes), to the point of garbage being filled all the way to the 14th floor of 

buildings. The rats then climb the garbage in the compactors to reach upper floors and 

enter apartments.”  A copy of the Board’s letter, redacted to remove personal information, 

is attached at Appendix 6.  

 

Shockingly, this letter was not initially responded to by NYCHA.6  Because it was 

not located within one of the Mayor’s rat reduction zones, the rat infestation problem at 

this development largely went unaddressed until the Monitor Team directly questioned 

senior NYCHA officials about the problem and referenced the residents’ letter. We were 

then informed that NYCHA’s pest reduction staff responded.  We plan to continue to 

monitor NYCHA’s rat remediation efforts at Washington Houses.  The problem at 

Washington Houses is, unfortunately, not an isolated circumstance at NYCHA.  NYCHA 

must establish a much more aggressive and comprehensive pest reduction plan to 

eliminate pest infestations across all the developments if NYCHA is to be compliant with 

the many deadlines and other pest-related requirements listed in the Agreement that must 

be met within the next three years.   

 
6 The Monitor team immediately brought the Washington Houses’ rat problem to the attention of NYCHA 
senior leaders and within 24 hours a team of pest reduction staff were on site.  
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NYCHA currently employs only 108 pest exterminators (many of whom are not 

currently IPM-trained), and it is currently slated to hire only twelve more with another 

dozen vacancies on the borough level.  Given the total number of NYCHA apartments, 

each of those exterminators will have to provide coverage for approximately 1,400 

apartments.  Given that the average apartment extermination treatment takes 90 to 100 

minutes to administer, this staffing level is woefully inadequate.  In fact, NYCHA recently 

advised the Monitor that based on its own calculations, in order for NYCHA to catch-up 

on its backlog of units needing pest infestation treatment across all the developments for 

apartments with more than one verified pest complaint, it would need almost one 

thousand exterminators.7 

 

NYCHA’s efforts are further complicated by the fact that it currently does not 

employ a single IPM-trained pest inspector or what New York City’s Department of Health 

and Mental Hygiene (“DOHMH”) refers to as a Public Health Sanitarian. As explained to 

the Monitor Team and NYCHA in an email from DOHMH’s Director of Neighborhood 

Interventions, NYCHA’s lack of IPM-trained pest inspectors poses a fundamental practice 

deficiency.  DOHMH IPM-trained pest inspectors operate independently of the staff 

charged with responding to the residents’ pest complaints (the NYCHA exterminators).  

According to this DOHMH Director, NYCHA “exterminators themselves are often not great 

at collecting independent inspection findings for many reasons, most importantly they 

have good reason to inflate the ‘pre’ count and minimize the ‘post’ count in order to show 

 
7 At the Monitor’s request, NYCHA ran an unconstrained resource needs analysis for its targeted relief 
universe to determine whether it could comply with its obligation under this section before August 1, 2019. 
NYCHA determined that out of its approximately 170,740 total units, it has an existing backlog of 71,394 
impacted units (about 42% of its total units) in need of targeted relief as either a primary impacted unit or 
adjacent impacted unit from one year before the Effective Date of the Agreement, January 31, 2018 
through June 17, 2019.  During that same timeframe, out of the backlog of 71,394 units with more than 
one pest infestation complaint verified by NYCHA staff, 18,225 or 11% of its total units are primary 
impacted units and 53,169 or 31% of its total units are adjacent impacted units, all of which are spread 
across 7,774 floors which also require targeted relief as common areas.  These statistics do not include 
the backlog for primary impacted units with only one pest infestation complaint verified by NYCHA staff 
and its adjacent units and common areas or new pest infestation complaints verified by NYCHA staff after 
June 17, 2019.  In light of this backlog and its existing headcount, NYCHA is need of 961 IPM-trained 
exterminators or at a minimum 853 additional exterminators to immediately meet this second 30-day 
targeted relief obligation under the Agreement. 
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their own success.”  This DOMHM Director has also “noticed that exterminators will often 

record only the signs of pest activity that they are trained to treat and not all signs that an 

inspector may observe.  Having independent inspectors with no incentives or 

disincentives is important if you want accurate estimates of activity over time.  It is also 

important to randomize the times and dates that inspections occur in order to get an 

accurate representation of conditions.”  It is therefore important that NYCHA establish 

independent IPM-pest inspectors to conduct randomized inspections for it to be able to 

accurately report the extent of its pest population infestations and to effectively remediate 

them to meet its Agreement obligations. 

 

NYCHA’s pest population reduction program is not effectively structured to 

accomplish the goals under the Agreement.  This plan is now managed by a Director in 

NYCHA’s Department of Prevention and Intervention Strategies (“PAIS”).  The borough 

offices, which are vested with separate and distinct authority from PAIS, have 100 of the 

current 108 exterminators under their control.  The PAIS Director responsible for the 

design and implementation of NYCHA’s pest population reduction plan only has eight 

exterminators under her control.  There are 10 exterminator supervisors who do not 

perform field work. 

 

Additionally, the PAIS Director requires collaboration from other NYCHA 

departments, specifically the Operations and Capital Projects divisions, to achieve PAIS’s 

objectives and to meet its Agreement obligations.  In order for NYCHA’s pest population 

reduction plan to work, all these organizational silos must collaborate and work together 

towards a common mission, with one person from the overall group delegated the 

authority and accountability for the program’s effective design and implementation.  

 

Significantly, NYCHA’s pest population reduction obligations under the Agreement 

go beyond mere extermination.  The Agreement also requires that NYCHA address the 

infrastructure conditions in its buildings that cause the pest problems, such as 

“unaddressed leaks…holes in walls.”  Therefore, pest reduction efforts must include the 

participation of the Operations division and their cadre of skilled tradesmen: plasterers, 
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painters, plumbers and electricians, among others, to fix the conditions in apartments, 

common areas and on the development grounds that contribute to pest infestations.8 

  

The Agreement also mandates that NYCHA establish effective waste 

management practices so that garbage is properly contained and removed from its 

buildings and surrounding areas, as a further step towards pest population reduction.  

Currently the PAIS Director, who is the person responsible for designing and developing 

NYCHA’s pest extermination plan, does not have the wider authority to successfully 

achieve these obligations under the Agreement.  

 

As with other infrastructure areas in NYCHA such as elevators, heat/hot water and 

lead paint issues, the Monitor Team is working with NYCHA to form a comprehensive 

working group which includes the PAIS Director, managers from the Operations and 

Capital Projects divisions, and the leader of NYCHA’s Waste Management Plan 

development, among others.  This pest population reduction working group, using the 

Agreement as its guide with clearly established goals and standards, has already begun 

gathering more accurate and comprehensive pest data across NYCHA’s entire portfolio, 

and from there will develop constrained and unconstrained plans for pest population 

reduction.  Included will be a pest population preventive maintenance plan, which will 

address the proactive treatment of spaces including, floors, basements, grounds and 

individual units by development staff and to the extent appropriate, residents.  This pest 

population preventive maintenance plan should include a targeted training program for 

development staff and residents. 

 

In connection with the plans developed by the working group, the Monitor is 

recommending a number of pest-focused initiatives in collaboration with NYCHA and 

various New York City agencies such as DOHMH.  Immediately after the pest infestation 

 
8 Existing skilled trades likewise have a significant backlog and are also at full capacity.  Provided its 
backlog for targeted relief, NYCHA is need of an additional 364 painters, 207 carpenters, 187 plasterers, 
187 plasterer helpers, 75 plumbers, 75 plumber helpers, 8 bricklayers, 8 mason’s helpers, 639 
maintenance staff, and 7 caretakers to immediately meet this second 30-day targeted relief obligation 
under the Agreement. 
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index protocol is established, the Monitor plans to oversee a sample assessment using 

visual inspections at a dozen or more developments to confirm that the NYCHA complaint 

data available to us is a fair representation of NYCHA’s current pest population. The 

Monitor is also currently working with NYCHA’s Vice President, Operations, to establish 

a skilled trades task force to completely revamp how that service is provided to NYCHA 

developments.  Additionally, the Monitor is working with NYCHA to create an executable 

waste management plan for all 325 NYCHA developments.  

 

Waste Management  

Though the Agreement requires NYCHA to establish an effective waste 

management plan, NYCHA had begun this process two years ago when it tasked its Vice 

President for Energy and Sustainability to develop a strategy known as the NYCHA 2.0 

Plan.  The Plan contains the following goals: (1) NYCHA developments should be free of 

visible garbage, litter and pests; (2) residents should have convenient and clearly marked 

locations to deposit garbage of all types, including recyclables and food waste; and (3) 

waste management infrastructure should be well-maintained, adequate for the volume of 

waste, and state-of-the-art wherever possible.  

 

This plan has four additional goals, each with initiatives to accomplish them: 

  

 Goal One is for NYCHA to set positive norms and expectations through the 
“Campaign for a Clean NYCHA” and by supporting robust outreach and education 
by resident-led and nonprofit groups;  
 

 Goal Two asks that NYCHA make proper waste disposal convenient by improving 
trash chutes to encourage proper use, evaluating the adoption of new collection 
technology, providing more trash cans at developments, improving drop-off sites, 
redesigning waste processing areas; and improving bulk waste collection; 

 

 Goal Three calls for NYCHA to reduce landfill-bound trash by improving and 
expanding recycling;  

 

 Goal Four calls on NYCHA to eliminate food in garbage that attracts rodents and 
pests, by removing food waste from landfill-bound garbage and improving 
containerization of landfill-bound garbage. 
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Given the extensive size of NYCHA’s portfolio, the implementation of this plan is 

daunting.  Recognizing this, NYCHA’s strategy is to effectuate the overall plan by focusing 

on small numbers of individual developments at a time, a process it says will take seven 

years to complete across all of NYCHA.9  Yet under the Agreement, NYCHA must meet 

specific performance obligations, most of which are covered in the NYCHA 2.0, all in a 

time period of no more than five years.  Additionally, NYCHA’s current plan is not an 

Action Plan, but largely a listing of goals and aspirations. What is needed is a plan that 

includes a comprehensive structure to fulfill these goals, including staffing and budget 

needs, and the means by which NYCHA will coordinate all the relevant divisions, 

particularly Operations and Capital Projects, as will be needed for implementation and 

accomplishment of NYCHA 2.0.   

 

As with NYCHA’s pest reduction effort, the Monitor Team is in the process of 

establishing a working group for the implementation of the NYCHA 2.0 plan and the 

requirements of the Agreement.  As with the other working groups, the waste 

management working group contains senior managers from the following NYCHA 

sections: Sustainability, Operations, Capital Projects, Finance, General Services, Supply 

Management, Healthy Homes, Resident Engagement, MRST, Design, and others.  Going 

forward, the Monitor Team will encourage the working group to establish waste 

management plans for each NYCHA development and will recommend that there be a 

working subgroup to catalogue all inventory of functional (e.g., compactors, containers, 

garbage bins, etc.) and technological waste management resources.  This waste 

management resource catalogue should be shared with all development staff managers, 

superintendents and other relevant parties in an effort to support each NYCHA 

development to create its own individual waste management plans.  The Monitor Team 

will also work with NYCHA to ensure that there is sufficient caretaker staff to execute the 

plans at each development. 

  

In parallel, the Monitor is suggesting that the working group create a working 

subgroup to engage a consultant to survey residents to gauge what they perceive as each 

 
9 NYCHA 2.0 Waste Management Plan, page 45. 
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development’s unique waste management needs.  Once the subgroups have done their 

work, it will be the job of the overall working group to review and approve waste 

management plan proposals for each development to most effectively allocate resources 

across the NYCHA portfolio.  

 

The NYCHA 2.0 Plan’s overall goals are supported by NYCHA’s residents, based 

on the results of a recent study.  In January, 2019, NYCHA engaged Public Work Partners 

“to design and implement an outreach strategy that would gather data on resident 

practices, challenges, and priorities as it relates to waste management.”10  Ultimately 

Public Work Partners’ survey data and feedback validated and verified much of what 

NYCHA already knew – that its existing waste management efforts were primarily plagued 

by: (1) inadequate waste infrastructure, (2) inconvenient waste locations, and (3) 

insufficient waste support services. NYCHA has recognized these findings and 

incorporated them into its NYCHA 2.0 Plan.   

 

Additionally, NYCHA has begun efforts to implement its waste management plan 

based on Public Work Partner’s findings, such as placing larger trash chute hopper doors 

on the lowest floors of buildings with internal compactors.  We visited a number of these 

buildings and saw that the larger trash chute hopper doors bring immediate improvements 

with waste management and pest prevention. In fact, the success of this simple 

modification has been so helpful that the Monitor Team facilitated the installation of two 

larger hopper doors at the Fredrick Douglass Houses development, which was the 

development where we received the greatest number of waste management and rodent 

complaints.  The Monitor Team has suggested that NYCHA rapidly expand the process 

of installing the larger hopper doors across its entire portfolio on the lowest possible floor 

in all NYCHA buildings with interior compactors.  As a further measure, the Monitor Team 

suggested that NYCHA fully implement the Public Work Partners recommendation that it 

supply residents with standard kitchen size (13 gallons) trash bags (at no cost), as a 

means to achieve the greatest benefit from the installation of the larger doors.  

 

 
10 Public Work Partners: Trash Talk: Findings from Resident Waste Management Outreach, page 1. 
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Installing more effective hopper doors is helpful only if the internal compactors to 

which the chutes lead are in good working order, which is currently often not the case. It 

is imperative that NYCHA assess the conditions of its entire portfolio of internal 

compactors.  With this data, the waste management working group should establish a 

plan to prioritize the replacement and repair of internal compactors across the NYCHA 

portfolio.  Also needed is a comprehensive preventive maintenance schedule to ensure 

that properly functioning compactors remain clean and operational.  

 

The Public Work Partners survey also found that NYCHA residents have serious 

concerns regarding bulk waste at the developments.  This survey noted that at NYCHA 

developments, “bulk waste contributes to a large proportion of litter and is varied in 

composition, which includes household furniture, cardboard, and toys.”  The survey found 

that when bulk waste does not fit in trash chutes or bulk disposal locations are 

inconveniently located, “residents often leave [bulk] waste in front of buildings or in 

communal” areas.  In addition to being unsightly, this practice greatly contributes to the 

rodent problem.  The Monitor Team witnessed the extent of this problem firsthand at the 

Independence Towers development in Brooklyn. The Independence Towers 

development has two condemned boilers which have been replaced by mobile boilers. In 

order for NYCHA to make room for the mobile boilers, it had to move its bulk waste 

container to an open area on a public sidewalk directly in front of the development and 

across from a children’s playground.  Once this bulk waste container was moved to the 

open area on a public sidewalk, the bulk waste became scattered all around the container 

and appears to sit there without regular pick up, as shown in the photo below.  This area 

has become a breeding ground for the development’s rodent problem and creates a 

health and safety hazard. 
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The Vice President of Energy and Sustainability is aware of and agrees that 

NYCHA must establish a better plan to manage bulk waste. The waste management 

working group will include efforts to develop a plan for more comprehensive bulk waste 

disposal across all the developments. 

 

A common theme with every development the Monitor Team visited is trash 

scattered in and around buildings. In addition to unsightliness, the impact of these 

unwanted practices also creates severe rodent population problems. For example, as 

mentioned briefly above, the Monitor Team receives multiple weekly complaints about the 

trash piling up at the Fredrick Douglass development on the street corner of 103rd Street  

and Amsterdam Avenue.  The below photo shows the trash and litter at the Fredrick 

Douglass Development building located at 868 Amsterdam.  
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If NYCHA is to achieve success with the Agreement’s pest population reduction 

obligations, there must be improved resident compliance with each development’s 

established trash disposal practices.  To this end, the working group should task a working 

subgroup to solicit feedback from each development regarding trash bins and other 

containers, along with input about where each should be located within the developments 

to achieve optimal compliance by residents.  One strategy to consider is to use residents’ 

current trash disposal practices in determining where to best place waste infrastructures, 

such as bins and containers.  Additionally, establishing effective engagement with and 

input from residents at each development is essential for the success of any waste 

management plan.    
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Finally, NYCHA must recognize that the success of any waste management plan 

at a development depends on having sufficient caretaker staff to accomplish it.  The 

Monitor Team has been told by NYCHA executives that approximately 70% of a 

caretaker’s work entails waste management.  We have been told by TAPs and other 

residents that NYCHA does not provide sufficient caretaker staff for the work to be done.11 

Making matters worse, at most developments, generally 20% to 30% of the allotted 

caretaker headcount is unfilled.  At a minimum, this results in overflowing trash 

receptacles and garbage bags piled high in building basements and other locations 

around developments.  When residents see and live with these circumstances on a 

continual basis, as they do now, resignation often extinguishes the desire to embrace 

initiatives to improve living conditions.  NYCHA’s Operations division should make sure 

that developments are sufficiently staffed with a properly trained caretaker staff to 

maintain trash-free living conditions.  

 

VI. RESIDENT AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 

 

  To address resident’s concerns regarding the quality of services they are entitled 

to receive from NYCHA, the Monitor Team has made engagement with NYCHA residents 

and the various related resident organizations of paramount importance.  NYCHA 

residents are entitled to decent, safe, and sanitary housing, which has been lacking for 

too long.  Robust, meaningful, and inclusive communication with residents and other 

stakeholders is essential for the timely identification of any living condition deficiencies 

and for assessing NYCHA’s compliance with the Agreement. 

 

 
11 NYCHA is currently in the process of rolling out an Alternative Work Schedule (“AWS”) for caretakers in 
order to provide caretaker staffing from 6am to 7pm seven days a week.  The AWS rollout across the 
entire NYCHA development portfolio is tentatively scheduled to be completed in the first quarter of 
2020.  While this would provide daily coverage at the developments, the New York City Department of 
Sanitation (“DSNY”) generally does not collect refuse seven days a week. For example, DSNY typically 
only provides a maximum of three days of service to residential buildings that do not have exterior 
compactors.  NYCHA will have to work with DSNY in order to comply with the 24-hour trash collection 
requirement of the Agreement.  
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The Agreement itself underscores the importance of Monitor engagement with all 

NYCHA stakeholders, including residents and resident groups, regarding matters related 

to the Agreement.  As part of that effort, the Monitor must establish procedures to 

communicate with residents, resident groups, and other stakeholders, and to solicit 

comments from them.  The Monitor is also required to establish and convene a 

Community Advisory Committee (“CAC”) on at least a quarterly basis to solicit input about 

the achievement of the Agreement’s purpose.  The CAC is to consist of NYCHA’s 

Resident Advisory Board; resident, community, and employee representatives; senior 

NYCHA managers; and other relevant stakeholders.  Agreement ¶¶ 29-31. 

A. Engagement with NYCHA Stakeholders 

The Monitor Team’s first actions were outreach to residents and resident 

organizations, including to all Tenant Association Presidents (commonly referred to as 

TAPs), whose names were supplied to us by NYCHA.12  The Monitor Team scheduled 

and conducted a series of nine conference calls with 104 presidents, and spoke 

separately to 77 others who could not participate in the scheduled calls.  Beyond that, our 

efforts to reach additional TAPs were unsuccessful.  It became clear to the Monitor Team 

during this outreach that NYCHA does not have complete, and in some cases accurate, 

information regarding the current list of TAPs and their contact information. The Monitor 

Team will be working with NYCHA’s Office of Resident Engagement (“ORE”) to ensure 

that the list of all active Resident Associations and their leadership is up to date. 

 

To date, Monitor Team members have visited 115 developments across all five 

boroughs through June 30, 2019.  During these visits, we interviewed TAPs, residents, 

and various NYCHA staff members including property managers, housing assistants, 

maintenance workers, and caretakers.  The Monitor and other members of the Monitor 

Team also attended and spoke at eight Resident Association meetings, many of which 

included TAPs and other residents from several nearby developments as well as other 

 
12 Although most of these resident organizations refer to themselves as “tenant associations,” the terms 
“resident association” and “resident council” are also commonly used.  We use these terms 
interchangeably throughout this report. 
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stakeholders.  A list of all the developments visited is attached at Appendix 7.  These 

interactions between the Monitor Team and residents have provided important 

information about resident concerns as well as NYCHA’s response to them (or lack 

thereof), and we will continue these visits throughout the Monitorship.  In addition, despite 

some initial push back from NYCHA executives who cited lack of available space, the 

Monitor Team plans to establish offices at each borough property management office.   

 

The Monitor Team is also working to identify and communicate with other relevant 

stakeholders.  We have begun planned meetings with community-based organizations, 

elected officials, clergy leaders, academics, housing advocates, real estate and business 

leaders, and grassroots organizations to identify the landscape of NYCHA’s community 

stakeholders and provided a broader context for understanding the concerns brought to 

us by NYCHA residents and staff. 

 

Among other things, we have contacted representatives from United 

Neighborhood Houses, Community Service Society, Legal Aid Society, Community 

Voices Heard, New York Housing Conference, Ocean Bay Community Development 

Corporation, Citizens Housing Planning Council, Housing Conservation Coordinators, 

Red Hook Initiative, Families United for Racial and Economic Equality (“FUREE”), and 

the Fifth Avenue Committee, as the beginning of our ongoing process to engage with 

stakeholders in the community.  We are also working to identify a stakeholder who will be 

representative of a larger NYCHA community on the CAC. 

B. Community Advisory Committee 

The first CAC meeting took place on May 14, 2019, at the Ingersoll Houses 

Community Center in downtown Brooklyn.  While the Agreement calls for quarterly CAC 

meetings, the Monitor will convene a meeting every other month, rotating the venue for 

these meetings between all five boroughs. The first CAC meeting was attended by over 

150 residents, including TAPs, members of at least six non-profit and community-based 

organizations, representatives of city, state and federal elected officials, and a number of 
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individual community leaders and stakeholders. The second CAC meeting will take place 

on Tuesday, July 30, 2019 at the Johnson Community Center in East Harlem, Manhattan.  

 

The Monitor’s intention for the CAC meetings is that they be public and provide an 

opportunity for CAC members and other attendees to raise, discuss, and hopefully 

together begin to resolve critical issues and concerns that will inform and guide the 

Monitor regarding achieving the Agreement’s purpose.  It is expected that the CAC 

members will be an important source of information about the effectiveness of changes 

and intended improvements at NYCHA.  To this end, the Monitor selected CAC members 

who not only possess significant knowledge of NYCHA based on their various 

backgrounds, but who have also demonstrated a dedication and interest in working to 

improve NYCHA’s operations and commitment to its residents. It is intended that 

membership on the CAC not be static, but will rather evolve over time. The Agreement 

prescribes that the NYCHA stakeholders to be represented on the CAC include:  1) TAPs, 

2) NYCHA residents, community and employee representatives, and 3) senior NYCHA 

managers.  Current CAC members include: the Monitor, residents, elected and appointed 

City officials, senior NYCHA managers from leadership, maintenance and resident 

engagement, representatives from HUD, the NYPD, the FDNY, the New York City 

Department for Youth and Community Development (“DYCD”), the New York City 

Department for the Aging (“DFTA”), and the Teamsters Local 237 president.  

 

At least a month prior to the meeting, the Monitor offered accommodation under 

the Americans with Disabilities Act and language interpretation by posting the opportunity 

to request such services prior to the meeting on the website, in emails, and on conference 

calls.  Although we did not receive any requests for accommodation, the Monitor’s office 

secured a Spanish interpreter who performed consecutive interpretation during the 

meeting. 

 

At the first CAC meeting, the Monitor introduced himself, described his experience 

working with various types of organizations to make them more effective in delivering on 

their purposes and commitments, and provided a summary of what was expected of 
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NYCHA, HUD, the City, and the Monitor Team under the Agreement.  The Monitor 

explained the purpose of and potential for the CAC, and what he hopes to accomplish by 

gathering NYCHA stakeholders focused on improving services for its residents.  The other 

CAC members then described their backgrounds, the work they had done to improve and 

serve NYCHA and its residents, and why it was important for them to be on the CAC. The 

Monitor Team gave a presentation to members and attendees regarding the requirements 

under the Agreement, including regulations that govern the abatement and remediation 

of lead-based paint.  The Monitor Team also informed the residents that the team would 

be available immediately after the formal portion of the meeting to hear individual 

complaints and concerns, particularly regarding lead paint.  

 

The Monitor also addressed questions and comments, most of which were from 

NYCHA residents.  The dominant message from the residents who spoke at the meeting 

was one of utter frustration and resignation at their largely futile attempts to obtain basic 

services from NYCHA, including regular heat, hot water, security, and elevator and waste 

management services, among others.   Many of those who spoke were life-long NYCHA 

residents who have also been members of various resident and community groups over 

the years.  They expressed exasperation that NYCHA largely does not listen, respond to, 

or include their ideas or concerns in its decision-making process, and is often 

unresponsive as breakdowns in building infrastructure at the developments continue to 

erode living conditions.  When the meeting concluded, several residents in attendance, 

as well as CAC members, provided additional detail to the Monitor Team members 

regarding a number of these issues.   

C. Other Communication Channels 

As required in the Agreement, the Monitor established procedures for the Monitor 

to communicate with and solicit from residents and other stakeholders including a public 

website, a telephone line in six languages, and an email address. These channels of 

communication went live on March 26, 2019, allowing stakeholders and the public to 

submit feedback to the Monitor.  All TAPs whose information was provided to us by 

NYCHA, over three dozen community organizations we identified, and city, state and 
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federal elected officials who represent districts in the five boroughs were notified by phone 

and/or email when the website, email, and phone number went live. The Monitor also 

made sure that this contact information is available on NYCHA’s internal website so that 

NYCHA staff also knows how to reach out directly to the Monitor Team. 

 

The information the Monitor Team has received from all these sources has been 

extensive and useful.  The Monitor has been clear that despite the desire to look into and 

cure individual resident’s complaints, the Agreement directs the Monitor to focus on 

overall systemic failures and pervasive problems.  While individual resident 

circumstances are useful to understanding the larger issues across all the developments, 

the Monitor Team is careful to maintain its focus on the systemic problems, consistent 

with the mandates of the Agreement. That said, the Monitor Team makes sure that 

NYCHA is aware of the resident and other complaints that are communicated to us, and 

we make efforts to follow-up to ensure that those residents who submitted their 

complaints and communicated their concerns to us receive a response. 

D. Feedback from Residents and Other Stakeholders 

 Our resident and community engagement efforts thus far have focused us on a 

variety of issues and concerns expressed by residents, NYCHA staff, community 

stakeholders including non-profit and community-based organizations, and elected 

officials.  In our assessment of this information collected during the aforementioned 

meetings, development visits, and through first-hand observations, we have identified the 

following set of preliminary observations and areas for improvement that represent 

systemic problems needing systemic solutions.  

 

NYCHA’s Office of Resident Engagement (“ORE”) 

Almost every resident we spoke with is deeply critical of the job NYCHA is doing 

to engage with, respond to, and address resident concerns and complaints.  ORE is the 

unit within NYCHA most responsible for ensuring that the communication between 

NYCHA and its residents is effective.  There appears to be much confusion, however, 
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about what information should come through ORE rather than through some other source 

within NYCHA.  We intend to work with NYCHA to clarify this confusion. 

   

Planned Development Work 

Both residents and development staff told us they often have little or no information 

from NYCHA regarding intended maintenance and/or capital improvements that are 

planned for their development.  Many said they often found out that such plans had been 

scheduled only when workers showed up to start the project.  As another example, some 

property managers said that they sometimes hear about lead-paint testing and/or 

remediation only after the work has begun or has been completed and that they are 

generally uninformed about future plans at the developments they manage.  Regardless 

of the borough or the development we visited, it seemed clear that NYCHA does not have 

an effective process in place to notify residents, as well as property managers and 

superintendents, of work to be performed in individual units or development-wide.  

 

Individual Unit Work Orders 

Residents also noted that they do not receive proper or timely communications 

regarding the status of their requested repair work for individual units or shared 

community spaces.  Additionally, TAPs and community organization staff we spoke with 

told us that work orders are often closed by NYCHA even when the work was not 

performed or completed, without the resident who initiated the work order being informed.  

 

Building-wide Outages 

Residents reported they do not get timely communications about building-wide 

service outages, whether it be heat/hot water, elevators, gas, or electrical power.  We 

found NYCHA does not always have up-to-date contact information for all of its residents 

to be able to notify them of outages, and notices of such events are not posted inside the 

developments on a regular basis and at other logical locations.  It also appears that 

NYCHA does not consistently utilize the Resident Associations as an additional means 

to communicate with the residents in case of emergencies, building-wide outages, or for 

general communication. 
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It is worth noting that NYCHA’s robocalling system is seriously flawed.  NYCHA 

has admitted that many residents have changed their phone numbers, usually because 

they have switched from land lines to wireless services, and have not reported these new 

numbers to NYCHA.  It appears that NYCHA does not have a reliable system for obtaining 

this updated information, so it keeps sending the messages to old numbers. 

 

Community-Based Services 

Another area for improvement is better and consistent communication and 

consultation with residents about which community-based services should be provided at 

the developments.  There is no widely-known or widely-implemented process in place for 

residents to submit suggestions for community organizations or services that they would 

like to see in their developments or to submit feedback about whether they are satisfied 

with the services provided at their developments.  

 

 Section 3 

We have consistently heard from residents and NYCHA itself that implementation 

of Section 3 is uneven at best.  Section 3 is a HUD mandate that requires employment 

and other economic opportunities generated by federal assistance to public 

housing authorities to be directed, whenever possible, to public housing residents and 

other low-income residents.  It appears that NYCHA does not apply Section 3 to all 

contracts falling within its jurisdiction, nor does NYCHA provide any enforcement of non-

compliant contractors whose agreements do fall within Section 3.  Full compliance with 

Section 3 has potential to raise the standard of living for NYCHA residents and open 

employment and entrepreneurial areas of growth.  

 

Development Property Management Office Hours     

A consistent complaint the Monitor Team has heard from residents and resident 

associations, which was then conveyed to senior NYCHA staff, was the necessity of 

extending the hours of property management offices at the developments.  Historically 

those offices were only open for daytime eight-hour periods from Monday to Friday.  This 
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meant that, in most circumstances, managerial staff at the developments – 

superintendents, property managers, RAMs, etc. – were essentially unavailable to directly 

interact with residents who work daytime, weekday hours.  This frustrated residents who 

were trying to comply with NYCHA submission requirements, such as rent payments, 

annual recertification forms and other filings, as well as scheduling apartment 

maintenance and repair appointments.  Residents had been requesting for years, without 

success, that NYCHA offer more reasonable and accessible hours.  

 

On a positive note, NYCHA’s General Manager announced that starting on July 3, 

2019, property management offices in all the developments are to be open an extra 2½ 

hours on Wednesdays through August 28, 2019.  This is a small step in the right direction.  

The Monitor recommends that NYCHA build upon this gesture and continue these 

extended hours and access year-round, and additionally have development offices open 

and available to the residents at least a few hours each weekend.        

 

Lack of Overall Support for Resident Associations 

ORE is tasked with supporting and managing the resident associations, which are 

critical to the overall organization and operation of each development.  Many residents 

we spoke with believe NYCHA does not do enough to support resident associations.  

NYCHA’s own data indicates that, of the total 316 developments, only 290 of them are 

represented by any sort of resident association.  Of those 290 developments, only 209 of 

them are represented by a resident association that has an executed TPA agreement 

with NYCHA, thereby providing them with access to funding.  Therefore, there are over 

100 developments that either have associations that are not officially recognized and 

funded by NYCHA, or they have no association at all.  This affects tens of thousands of 

NYCHA residents.   

 

Lack of Supervision of Development and Skilled-trade Staff 

The Monitor Team was repeatedly told by residents that development personnel, 

especially caretakers and other staff, are often not sufficiently trained or supervised 
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regarding their expected tasks and productivity.  This often results in incomplete work, 

particularly regarding waste management practices around the developments. 

 

 Residents advised that unless they make repeated complaints to development 

management there is little possibility that repair and maintenance work will get done in a 

timely manner.  This is a frustrating and exhausting way to operate for both residents and 

NYCHA staff.  For example, according to many residents, if a repair cannot be completed 

by skilled trade staff that is dispatched to the site, a work order is often closed without the 

problem being solved.  Most of the time, it is then left up to the resident to cause a new 

work order to be opened by filing another complaint. 

 

In addition, we have heard numerous complaints about work orders being 

designated “emergencies” by NYCHA (such as a serious water leak) that were then 

unaddressed for weeks, or in some cases, not at all.  Often, the failure to expeditiously 

respond to serious maintenance conditions reported to the Property Management Office, 

Emergency Services, or Borough Office exacerbates the problem to a point that it starts 

affecting other units and shared spaces and puts residents’ health and safety at risk.  

 

 Moreover, because maintenance staff and superintendents often do not regularly 

check the results of work by the skilled trades staff, there is no way to ensure that the 

work performed is completed properly.  One property manager reported that the staff at 

his development had insufficient training or skills to assess whether the work was done 

adequately, leaving them to rely on the skilled trade workers to evaluate their own work. 

 

It should be noted that the absence of regular post-work reviews or sign-offs on 

projects can be particularly costly when outside vendors and contractors are used.  This 

can result in payment being made by NYCHA for incomplete work, or as in some cases 

reported to the Monitor Team, work not done at all.  The lack of post-work reviews also 

creates the opportunity for substandard vendors and contractors to continue working for 

NYCHA despite their poor performance.   
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Additionally, because skilled trade workers are assigned to and dispatched from 

borough offices rather than being assigned to individual developments, the time they are 

able to devote to maintenance and repair work is reduced by the time they are required 

to devote to travel to and from the borough offices. 

 

Lack of Coordination with City Agencies 

NYCHA does not record or track the units in which children under the supervision 

of the City’s Administration for Children’s Services (“ACS”) are living unless they are on 

the lease.  Moreover, NYCHA has no procedure in place by which priority may be given 

to correcting conditions of disrepair cited by ACS.  In one case made known to the Monitor 

Team, ACS issued a violation against a foster parent because of disrepair in the NYCHA 

unit in which the foster child lived.  Although the resident/foster parent on multiple 

occasions asked the NYCHA property manager to remedy the conditions so that ACS 

would approve of the child remaining in the unit, no repairs were undertaken until the 

resident was able to facilitate a conference call between the ACS worker and the property 

manager.   

 

NYCHA, DOB, and the FDNY are required to work together to address gas leaks 

to ensure that there are no safety concerns before returning gas service to a 

building.  However, the Monitor Team has been advised by residents that there 

is ineffective communication between NYCHA and city agencies regarding gas leaks and, 

as a result, residents are often left without gas well beyond the time it takes to repair 

leaks.  As a result, residents are reportedly forced to rely at times on a single hot plate as 

their only cooking source for months. 

 

NYCHA’s Website 

NYCHA does not publish on its website a schedule of meetings with residents, 

resident advisory board meetings, cluster meetings, Citywide Council of Presidents 

(“CCOP”) meetings, or Youth Leadership Council meetings.  This reflects a lack of 

transparency, limits access to information, and depresses resident participation in these 

meetings.  Moreover, information provided on the website is often outdated. For 
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example, the Monitor Team found outdated information on NYCHA’s website with regard 

to job postings, programs, and training available to residents.  Additionally, many of the 

webpage links did not function properly. 

 

Community Concerns 

We are still in the initial stages of identifying and forging relationships with 

community stakeholders.  However, some community-based organizations situated on 

NYCHA property with which we have communicated already report that they are often left 

out of important communications between residents and management.  For example, 

they are not always informed in advance by NYCHA management of planned 

initiatives that will impact residents’ lives; as a consequence, they are unprepared to 

provide any assistance necessitated by the initiative.   
  

Other community groups call for NYCHA to become more integrated with its 

neighborhoods.  Recognizing that public housing in this country historically was 

designed to separate “the projects” from the surrounding area, these groups advocate for 

a return to traditional neighborhood designs that would broaden NYCHA’s identity and 

strengthen its base.  Other groups have contended that NYCHA would do well to align 

more closely with other agencies within city government and to see itself as part of the 

City’s “housing ecosystem.”  We intend to continue to solicit feedback on these and other 

issues from the larger community throughout the Monitorship.  
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VI. CONCLUSION 

 

While this report describes the many challenges that we have identified during the 

first months of the Monitorship, it also provides a progress report and a foundation for the 

future.  We are committed to forging productive relationships with NYCHA residents, 

management, staff, public officials, and other partners to turn around NYCHA’s 

performance in the near term and to craft a comprehensive plan for lasting success.  We 

are working to ensure a balance between immediate needs and long-term solutions.  Our 

future quarterly reports will continue to describe our work and our progress in achieving 

the Agreement’s goals. 
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